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Abstract 

Durable and transparent anti-smudge coatings that repel both water- and oil-borne contaminants have 

many potential applications.  Perfluorinated moieties were commonly used in the past to prepare water- and 

oil-repellant coatings, however these species are expensive and of significant environmental concern.   

Further, organic solvents have been traditionally used to formulate such coatings, however such solvent-

based coating formulations emit volatile organic compounds and are a safety hazard.  

First reported in this thesis is the development of transparent and durable water-borne anti-smudge 

polyurethane coatings.  These coatings are obtained by casting micellar solutions of a blocked 

polyisocyanate dispersed in water using a graft copolymer, polyol-g-PDMS, where the polyol backbone is 

water soluble and PDMS denotes poly(dimethyl siloxane).  On these coatings, small 5-µL droplets of 

various liquids such as cooking and engine oils have no problem to glide cleanly off at substrate tilting 

angles < 5 °.  Artificial fingerprint liquids, inks, and paints readily shrink into tiny droplets after application 

on them and their residues after solvent evaporation are readily wiped off with a tissue.  Such waterborne 

coating formulations were also used to coat textile fibers, where they imparted superhydrophobic properties 

to the textiles.  For both systems, the challenges associated with switching from a solvent-based to a water-

based formulation for the targeted coatings will be discussed.  The greenness of the coating formation 

process will also be highlighted for its practical value.  

In the future work, poorer water sliding behavior of NP-GLIDE coating (coatings bear nano-pools 

of grafted lubricating ingredient for dewetting enablement) will be improved with in-situ formation 

of free photo-cleavage PDMS chains.  Also, the effect of chain length of PDMS to anti-smudge properties 

will be systematically investigated.  Further, the robustness of these coatings will be tested.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Research Objectives and Organization of the Thesis 

Developing durable anti-wetting surfaces are highly desirable for their wide applications such as self-

cleaning, anti-fogging, anti-ice as well as oil-water separation.1  Usually, fluorinated reagents are 

incorporated into the coating formulation and are responsible for water and oil repellency.  

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is an ideal polymer to replace traditional fluorinated moieties due to its 

moderately low surface tension (~ 20 mN/m),2 biocompatibility and low cost.  However, the use of low 

surface energy reagents in the coating formulation requires the use of volatile organic solvents.  In this 

thesis, the challenges associated with switching from a solvent to a greener water-based formulation will 

be discussed.   

Chapter 1 will summarize the design parameters and development of the anti-wetting surface.  First, 

the fundamentals of wetting on a solid surface will be introduced through a discussion of the Young, Wenzel 

and Cassie-Baxter models.  Furthermore, the impacts of surface chemistry and roughness on wetting will 

be presented.  From there, the advantages and disadvantages of current anti-wetting surfaces such as 

superomniphobic surfaces, slippery liquid infused porous surfaces (SLIPS), monolayer coatings and 

coatings bear nano-pools of grafted lubricating ingredient for dewetting enablement (NP-GLIDE coatings) 

will be discussed.   

Chapter 2 will discuss the development of an environmentally friendly water-based NP-GLIDE 

polyurethane (PU) coating.  To prepare a coating, a blocked polyisocyanate and a graft copolymer polyol-

g-PDMS consisting of a water-dispersible polyol backbone and poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) side-

chains were codispersed in water containing 5.0 vol.% of dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether.  The 

coating solution was then cast onto a substrate and thermally cured after the solvent evaporated.  As the 

liquid-like PDMS side chains are covalently bound to the polyol backbone, they cannot undergo 
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macrophase separation and instead cluster to form nano-pools with diameters of less than 30 nm throughout 

the polyurethane matrix.  The low surface tension PDMS chains enrich the surface of the coating, resulting 

in a surface with liquid-like properties.  Of the three families of polyol-g-PDMS samples that were 

synthesized and evaluated, only one yielded NP-GLIDE coatings with superior properties.  These coatings 

had a hardness of 3H and readily slid test liquids with surface tensions above 23 mN/m cleanly off the 

surface.  Moreover, both marker ink and spray paint contracted on these coatings and could be easily 

removed with tissue paper without leaving any traces.  Furthermore, ink contraction capabilities were 

maintained after writing and erasing more than 30 time on the surface.  The environmental friendliness of 

the coating formation process and the superior anti-smudge performance suggests that they have excellent 

potential for practical applications.   

Chapter 3 will focus on using another water borne coating formulation to modify pristine hydrophilic 

fabrics to prepare superhydrophobic fabrics (SFs).  Free radical copolymerization of acrylic acid (AA), 2-

hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), and monomethacryloxypropyl terminated poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS-

MA) yielded graft (g) copolymers P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS.  The molecular weights of the three used PDMS-

MA macromers were 0.7, 5.0, and 10.0 kDa, respectively, and the respective weight fractions of AA, HEA, 

and PDMS-MA were 10.0, 20.0, and 70.0 wt %, respectively.  The copolymer was dispersible in water as 

HEA groups and AA groups after neutralization with triethylamine are hydrophilic.  Mixing these aqueous 

copolymer micellar solutions with a water-soluble blocked tetraisocyanate produced water-based 

polyurethane (PU) coating precursor solution.  Fabrics were soaked in the precursor solution and then 

withdrawn, dried, and cured at 150 or180 ℃ to form a crosslinked coating that was ~ 220 nm thick and 

surface-enriched with PDMS. Coating crosslinking was possible because of the deblocking of the protected 

isocyanate groups and then the reactions between the released isocyanate groups and the HEA units and 

AA units that were freed after triethylamine evaporation at 150 or 180 ℃.  The formation of urethane bonds 

between the isocyanate crosslinking agent and the hydroxyl groups on the fabrics surface covalently linked 

these components together.  A systematic study was performed to investigate the effect of various factors 
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on the hydrophobicity of the coated fabric samples.  These factors included varying the concentration of 

the aqueous P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS coating solutions, the molar ratio of isocyanate groups to the AA and 

HEA groups, the coating curing times at 150 ℃, and the molecular weight of the PDMS side chains. This 

study established that the coatings could be cured in 7 min at 180 ℃ and fabric samples coated by P(AA-

HEA)-g-PDMS10k with PDMS molecular weight at 10.0 kDa were the most superhydrophobic.  The 

coatings were stable against real laundry tests, abrasion by sandpaper, and soaking in aqueous acid and base 

solutions.  Thus, robust, environmentally-friendly, water-based superhydrophobic fabrics were obtained 

and the coating process was convenient, rapid and practical.  

Chapter 4 outlines strategies used to improve the water sliding behaviour of NP-GLIDE coatings.  For 

instance, the presence of free PDMS or silicone oil leads to lower water sliding angles.  Hence, PDMS 

chains were attached to the polyol back bone with a photo-cleavable junction.  After heat curing and 

subsequent exposure with UV light, the resulting NP-GLIDE coating has enhanced PDMS surface coverage.  

Since PDMS macrophase separation is restricted by the highly crosslink matrix, the transparency of coating 

will not be heavily affected.  Furthermore, the effect of PDMS chain length on the anti-wetting properties 

of NP-GLIDE coatings will be investigated.  This was achieved by varying the molecular weights of PDMS 

blocks from 1.0 × 103 Da (1 k) to 5.0 × 103 (5 k) to 10 × 103 Da (10 k). The PDMS-b-Polyol series was 

synthesized through ATRP (atom transfer radical polymerization) with PDMS-Br acting as a macroinitrator.  

The second block (poloyol) is comprised of HEMA (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate), MMA (methyl 

methacrylate), BMA (n-butyl methacrylate) monomers and the length was kept constant. The anti-wetting 

properties and durability of the three PDMS chain lengths used in NP-GLIDE will be further explored. 

   

1.2 Introduction of Surface Wetting 

Surface wetting is omnipresent in mother nature and everyday life.  Being evolved over millennia, all 

the organisms adopt the suitable wettability through the principle of survival of the fittest.  For example, 

water can bead up and slide easily on the surface of lotus leaves to prevent the contamination of dust, dirt 
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and rain.3, 4  The non-wetting legs of water striders help them to stand and move effortlessly on water.5  

These surfaces are superhydrophobic, displaying contact angles of water higher than 150 ° and low contact 

angle hysteresis (the difference of advancing/receding angle (θAdv/θRec)).  Some desert beetles have 

alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic structures on their back to collect fog to survive in harsh 

environments.6  Furthermore, organisms like the pitcher plant use rough surfaces to lock in liquids like 

water or nectar to help trap insects.7   

As shown in Fig 1.1, there are 12 possible states for a liquid in contact with a solid.8  By harnessing 

different wetting states, applications such as self-cleaning,9, 10 anti-icing11 and oil-water separations12, 13 

have been realized.  In this thesis, anti-wetting surfaces with hydrophobic and superhydrophobic states in 

air have been discussed in detail.    

 

Figure 1.1 Possible extreme states of surface wettability. Surface wettability on a flat solid surface 

commonly shows four basic states in air (inside inner circle), including hydrophilic (HL), hydrophobic 

(HB), oleophilic (OL), and oleophobic (OB). Their combination will generate four possible extreme states 

in air, that is, superhydrophilic (SHL), superhydrophobic (SHB), superoleophilic (SOL), and 

superoleophobic (SOB). When air is changed to water or oil, there are four possible extreme states: 

underwater superoleophobic (WSOB), underwater superoleophilic (WSOL), underoil superhydrophobic 

(OSHB), and underoil superhydrophilic (OSHL). Reprinted from L. Jiang et al., Chem. Rev. 2015, 115 

(16), 8230-93. 
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1.2.1 Theory of Wettability 

When a liquid comes into contact with a solid surface, the force balance between adhesive forces 

(between the solid and liquid) and cohesive forces (within the liquid) results in the apparent contact angle.  

Apparent contact angles can be used to evaluate the static wettability of solid surface.14  Dynamic wettability 

is typically evaluated through sliding angles or contact angle hysteresis.15  The contact angle can be 

explained through various theoretical models, such as Young’s equation for smooth surfaces or 

Wenzel/Cassie-Baxter model for rough/composite surfaces.16  In general, the wettability of solid surface is 

governed by surface roughness and surface composition.  In this section, the theory behind wettability and 

factors which impact it were discussed.   

1.2.1.1 Hydrophilicity and Hydrophobicity 

For a smooth surface, as shown in Fig 1.2a,17 the apparent contact angle can be predicted by Young’s 

equation:18  

cos 𝜃 =  
𝛾𝑆𝑉− 𝛾𝑆𝐿

𝛾𝐿𝑉
                       (1) 

where γSV, γSL and γLV refer to the interfacial tension of the solid-vapor phase, solid-liquid phase and 

liquid-vapor phase, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of a droplet placed onto a flat substrate (a) and rough substrates (b) 

and (c). Depending on the roughness of the surface, the droplet is either in the so-called Wenzel regime 

(b) or the Cassie–Baxter (c) regime.  Reprinted from S. Seeger et al., Chem Soc Rev 2014, 43 (8), 2784-

2798. 
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According to Young’s equation, a liquid will spread on a solid surface if cos θ is higher than 0. In the 

opposite scenario, the contact angle (CA) will be higher than 90 ° when γSV < γSL.  The contact angle is also 

highly reliant on the liquid’s surface tension γLV.  For the same solid surface in air, a test liquid with low 

surface tension usually with has low contact angles.19  Thus, low surface tension organic liquids easily wet 

and spread on most surfaces. As a result, it is difficult to form superomniphobic surfaces which repel both 

low and high surface tension liquids simultaneously (i.e. oil and water).  

As per Young’s equation, surfaces with water CAs above 90 ° are hydrophobic while CAs under 90 ° 

are hydrophilic.  However, the precise boundary between a surface being hydrophobic and hydrophilic is 

poorly defined.  For instance, Voger et al. measured surface forces between a glass sphere and silica plate 

by atomic force microscopy (AFM).  They found that long range hydrophobic forces were detected when 

both planes were hydrophobic through treatment with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), and had CAs higher 

than 65 °.  When the planes were untreated the CA was less than 65 °, suggesting short range hydration 

force is present.20  Jiang et al. tuned the wettability of a polymer surface from hydrophilic to 

superhydrophobic by scraping the surface to produce a rough microstructure.  After scraping a series of 

polymers, the hydrophobicity of smooth polymer surfaces with CA ranging from 65 ° to 90 ° were further 

enhanced.21  Rather than using 90 ° as per Young’s Equation, it is reasonable to set 65 ° as the boundary 

between a surface being prominently hydrophilic or hydrophobic as it shows more chemical and physical 

meaning.    

1.2.1.2 The Effect of Surface Roughness 

Young’s equation assumes the surface is chemically homogeneous and atomically smooth.  However, 

these surfaces do not exist in the real world. As a result, the Wenzel (Fig 1.2b) and Cassie-Baxter models 

(Fig 1.2c) were introduced to account for micro- and nano-scale roughness and its impact on wetting. 

Wenzel proposed the following equation which is suitable when the contacting liquids completely wets the 

rough solid surface:22 

  cos 𝜃∗  = 𝑟 cos 𝜃                       (2) 
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where θ* represent of the apparent contact angle on the rough surface, r is the surface roughness which 

is defined by the ratio of real surface area over the projected area,23, 24 and θ is the equilibrium contact angle 

on a smooth surface as determined by Young’s equation.  Because the degree of roughness is always greater 

than 1, surface wettability can be affected by the surface roughness.  Depending on the chemical 

composition of corresponding smooth surface, increasing the surface roughness can make the original 

smooth hydrophobic surface become more hydrophobic and pristine smooth hydrophilic surface more 

hydrophilic.   

The Wenzel model is not well suited for surfaces with high porosity if the test liquids fail to penetrate 

the grooves.  Cassie and Baxter proposed that CA will be dependent on the properties of the surface;  in 

particular by the composite interface of solid and vapor pocket trapped underneath the liquid:25  

cos 𝜃∗  =  𝑓1 cos 𝜃1 + 𝑓2 cos 𝜃2                          (3) 

Where f1 is the area fraction with CA θ1 and f2 is the area fraction with CA of θ2.  For instance, if air is 

trapped beneath a water droplet with an area fraction of f2 and the water CA θ2 is 180 °, the equation can be 

transformed to 

cos 𝜃∗  =  𝑓1 cos 𝜃1 − (1 − 𝑓1)                                            (4) 

In the Cassie-Baxter equation, the apparent contact angle θ* is always higher than the intrinsic contact 

angles on a corresponding smooth surface since air is trapped beneath the test liquid.  In contrast with the 

Wenzel model, the Cassie-Baxter equation gives the apparent contact angle θ* higher than 90 ° even 

through the CA of corresponding smooth surface is less than 90 °.   

Metastable Cassie-Baxter can be transformed to Wenzel state with the perturbation of external stimuli 

such as temperature and pressure.26, 27  Krupenkin et al. have reported that reversible transitions can occur 

between the Wenzel and Cassie states.28  By equating the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter equations, the 

equilibrium CA (θc) can be obtained: 

cos 𝜃𝑐 =
(𝑓1 − 1)

(𝑟 − 𝑓1)⁄                                              (5) 
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Since r > 1 > f1, the equilibrium CA should be higher than 90 °.  If the intrinsic CA is lower than the 

equilibrium CA derived from equation 1 the trapped air pocket will become metastable and the Wenzel 

state will be obtained.  Otherwise, if the corresponding smooth surfaces are hydrophobic enough to make 

sure that the intrinsic CA is higher than the equilibrium CA, then the Cassie state will remain stable. 

For the surfaces which are chemically and topographically heterogeneous, Wenzel and Cassie’s 

theories are not applicable.  The three phase contact line as opposed to the liquid-solid contact area 

dominates surface wettability.29 

1.2.1.3 The Effect of Hierarchical Structure 

The Cassie-Baxter state can convert to the Wenzel state.  In order to have a stable Cassie state, the 

Young’s CA of a smooth surface should be higher than equilibrium CA.  For low surface tension liquids 

such as octane or decane, there are no existing natural or artificial surface with a Young’s CA higher than 

90°.  Usually, it is easier to build superhydrophobic surfaces due to the higher surface tension of water (~72 

mN/m).  Oil with low surface tension (~ 20-60 mN/m) will easily penetrate the air pocket beneath it, 

resulting in it sticking on the coating surface.  Thus, development of a superoleophobic surface is quite 

challenging.   

As shown in Fig 1.3b, non-wetting states have test liquids stabilized on the textured surface until the 

local texture angle ψ equals the Young’s CA θ.30, 31  Since Young’s CA of organic liquids is considerably 

lower than that of water, microstructures with special geometry are needed.  
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Figure 1.3 (a–b) Schematic of a liquid droplet in the Wenzel state and the Cassie–Baxter state, 

respectively, on a textured solid surface.  Note: θ*, apparent contact angle; θ, contact angle; ψ, local 

texture angle; R, radius of the feature; D, half the inter-feature spacing. Reprinted from A. Tuteja et al., 

MRS Bulletin 2013, 38 (05), 383-390. 

 

 

Different structures such as hoodoo-like32 (Fig 1.4Ι), re-entrant33 (Fig 1.4ΙΙ) and hierarchical 

microstructures (Fig 1.4ΙΙΙ)1, 34 were subsequently developed to prepare superomniphobic surfaces.  For 

example, re-entrant structures use semicircular ridges and grooves with regular convex-concave 

microstructure to prevent oil from penetrating the underlying air pockets.  As a result, the oil beads on the 

surface and easily slides off.   

 

  

Figure 1.4 Introducing hoodoo-like, re-entrant or hierarchical microstructures to trap more air pockets 

and to pin the liquid/solid contact lines to prevent the permeation of oil. Reprinted from L. Jiang et al., J. 

Am. Chem. Soc. 2016, 138 (6), 1727-1748. 
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Fluorinated solvents have even lower surface energy (γ < 15 mJ/m2), and the so called 

“superomniphobic surfaces” mentioned above cannot repel them effectively.35, 36  Free from hydrophobic 

material, Kim et al. used wettable material (i.e., silica, metal or polymer) to develop a surface solely reliant 

on doubly re-entrant structures to repel liquids, including low surface tension (γ = 10 mJ/m2) 

perfluorohexane.37  As shown in Fig 1.5, a Cassie state is easily obtained with water or aqueous solutions 

by creating microstructure on a hydrophobic surface (Fig 1.5A).  In the absence of positive liquid pressure 

such as hydrostatic, Laplace or environmental perturbation, reentrant topography (Fig 1.5B) would suspend 

the fluorinated solvents with θY ~ 0 °.  However, in reality, when accounting for ubiquitous liquid pressure, 

fluorinated liquids enter air cavities and wet the surface.  In order to avoid wetting, a combination of doubly 

re-entrant microstructures (Fig 1.5C) and sufficiently low liquid-solid contact area will ensure the surface 

is superomniphobic. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.5 Liquid suspension on surface structures of three different topologies. (A) Simple structures 

require θY > 90 ° to suspend water. Δp, is the pressure difference between the liquid and air. (B) Re-

entrant structures allow θY < 90 ° to suspend oils or solvents. They would fail if θY ~ 0 °, as surface 

tension acts parallel to the horizontal overhangs with little vertical component to suspend the liquid. (C) 

Doubly re-entrant structures allow θY ~ 0 ° to suspend any liquid, as surface tension acts on the vertical 

overhangs with a substantial vertical component. If the liquid-solid contact fraction is small enough, the 

surfaces would also repel the liquids. Reprinted from C. -J. Kim et al., Science 2014, 346 (6213), 1096-

1100. 

 

 

1.2.1.4 Dynamic Wettability 
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The dynamic wettability of a solid surface is characterized by low sliding angles or contact angle 

hysteresis (CAH).  A sliding angle refers to the critical angle above which test droplets of a certain size 

slide down an inclined surface.  As shown in Fig 1.6, CAH is the difference between the advancing and 

receding angles (θAdv/θRec).38  Smaller values of CAH translate into smaller sliding angles.  A self-cleaning 

superomniphobic surface usually has small sliding angles (< 10 °) and CAH (< 5 °).  

 

 

Figure 1.6 Comparison of liquid drops on horizontal and inclined surfaces.  Reprinted from Hozumi et 

al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134 (24), 10191-10199. 

 

The lateral adhesion force needed to slide a liquid off of the surface is given by the following equation: 

 FLA = kγL(cosθrec – cosθadv)                     (6) 

where k is a dimensionless factor related to the precise shape of three phase contact line, γ is the surface 

energy and L is the width of the liquid droplet.  Physical damage and contamination on the surface will not 

significantly change the advancing CA, but the receding CA will creep to lower values resulting in a larger 

CA hysteresis.  As adhesion force increases, test droplets get pinned on the surface.  

A low lateral adhesion force implies low sliding angle, as shown in the following equation:  

F = ρVgsina                                              (7) 

where ρ is the density and V is the volume of the test liquid, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.  

By equating the equation 6 and 7:  

sin 𝛼  =
𝑘𝛾𝐿

𝜌𝑉𝑔
 (cos 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑐 − cos 𝜃𝑎𝑑𝑣)                          (8) 
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As per equation 8, smaller CAH and larger droplets results in smaller sliding angles α.  

Contact angle hysteresis is related to surface roughness and heterogeneity.39, 40  It also depends on the 

interfacial area between the solid and the liquid.  The higher the contact area, the higher is the contact angle 

hysteresis.41  Since the Wenzel state maximizes interfacial contact, to achieve superior sliding angles this 

state needs to be avoided for superior dynamic wettability.   

1.3 Different Approaches for Anti-wetting Surfaces 

1.3.1 Superomniphobic Surfaces   

Superomniphobic surfaces are defined as surfaces which display high water contact angles (CA, >150 °) 

and low contact angle hysteresis (CAH, <5 °) of water and oil (typically γlv < 30 mN/m).42  Superoleophobic 

surfaces43 are also typically superhydrophobic since water is easily repelled due to its high surface tension, 

but there are exceptions to this rule.44  Henceforth,  superomniphobic surfaces are defined as having both 

superoleophobicity and superhydrophobicity properties.  

Superhydrophobicity is easier to achieve than superoleophobicity.  A classic example of a 

superhydrophobic surface is the lotus leaf.  The leaf combines hierarchical structures (macro- and nano-

scale roughness) and a hydrophobic epicuticle wax layer to form a self-cleaning superhydrophobic surface.  

Hydrophobic surfaces are usually oleophilic as oils have low surface tension.45  As a result, oil easily 

penetrates the air pockets formed by the rough surface structure, leading to a sticky Wenzel state.  In order 

to build superomniphobic surfaces to repel both oil and water simultaneously, the following criteria must 

be met.   

1.3.1.1 Low Surface Tension Moieties  

In order to reduce surface adhesion, the surface needs to be covered with low surface tension moieties 

which minimize intermolecular forces including ionic and hydrogen bonding between the test liquid and 

the surface. 
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1.3.1.1.1 Fluorinated Polymer 

The surface energy of a material is determined by its chemical composition.  Zisman et al. reported 

that surface tension decreases when moving from -CH2 > -CH3 > -CF2 > -CF3.46  

Typically, fluorinated polymers are used to prepare oil-repellent surfaces as it has both low surface 

tension and low coefficients of friction.47  Poly(tetrafluoroethene) (PTFE) or Teflon is a well-known 

polymer with unique properties that arise from its C-F bonds.  Fluorine has the highest electronegativity 

out of all the elements and forms extremely strong bonds with carbon, resulting in alkyl fluorides having 

poor reactivity and high thermal/chemical stability.  In addition, PTFE has weak intermolecular forces 

between chains and a low surface energy, which is due to the high ionization potential and low polarizability 

of fluorine.   

Fluorinated reagents are commonly used to prepare superomniphobic surfaces; one such example uses 

a diblock copolymer consisting of both poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) and poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl 

methacrylate) (PTFEMA) blocks to coat fabrics (Fig 1.7). The durability of the superomniphobic coating 

is greatly enhanced by the formation of covalent bonds via the epoxy ring opening reaction between the 

PGMA block and the hydroxyl groups on the cotton fiber as well as the self-crosslinking reaction of PGMA 

chains.  Micro and nano roughness was established in one step by combining the nanobumps form the 

copolymer and original micro roughness from the cotton fibers.  Due to the low surface free energy of the 

PTFEMA block, the resultant cotton fabrics have excellent water repellency and repel various organic 

liquids like ethanol, THF, DMF, acetone and TFT. 
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Figure 1.7 The structure of the diblock copolymer PGMA-b-PTFEMA. Reprinted from Hu et al., J. 

Mater. Chem. A 2013, 1 (37), 11246-11260. 

 

 

Despite its ubiquitous use, fluorine has a number of disadvantages and thus should be avoided. Most 

important is its impact on environmental and human health, as it will easily bioaccumulate in the human 

body and has a long half-life.48  In addition, fluorinated reagents are typically quite expensive due to high 

production costs.  Furthermore, fluorinated moieties are usually incompatible with other components in 

coating formulations, making it difficult to incorporate the fluorinated polymer without leading to stability 

and transparency issues due to macrophase segregation.  

1.3.1.1.2 Poly(dimethyl siloxane) 

Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is an inexpensive, hydrophobic polymer which is being increasingly 

used to preparing anti-wetting surfaces.49  It will easily self-enrich on the surface of the coating due to its 

low surface energy (~ 20 mN/m).  Unfortunately, the surface energy of PDMS is considerably higher than 

most fluorinated polymers, making it extremely difficult to achieve superoleophobic surfaces as oil easily 

spreads on the surface.  Usually, the combinations of low surface tension PDMS and micro-scale roughness 

will render the surface superhydrophobic but oleophilic. Despite its flaws, PDMS is highly desirable in both 

industry and academia due to its biocompatibility and low cost.   

1.3.1.2 Methods to Build Roughness 

Roughness plays a significant role in achieving anti-wetting surfaces.  For example, the contact angle 

of water on the epicuticular wax of lotus leaves is approximately 90 °, however the leaf as a whole is a 
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superhydrophobic surface.  As discussed in section 1.2.1.3, micro- and nano-meter scale roughness greatly 

reduces the contact area between the test liquid and surfaces, leading to considerably larger contact angles.  

On the lotus leaf, the contact area between the solid surface and the droplet can be as low as 1.9 %.50  

Henceforth, the following sections will outline methods of preparing the surface with micro/nano-scale 

roughness. 

1.3.1.2.1 Functionalization with Nanoparticles 

Attachment of nanoparticles to a substrate is an efficient way to achieve nanoscale roughness.51, 52  For 

example, as shown in Fig 1.8, our group has used a dispersion of fluorinated raspberry-like (RB) polymer 

particles, P(FOEMA-co-GMA) and fluorinated amino-functionalized particles cast onto a glass slide to 

yield the highly water and oil-repellant superomniphobic coatings.53  This demonstrates that casting 

particles could be used to produce anti-wetting surfaces against water, cooking oil and hexadecane.  

Besides polymer particles, nanoparticles like nanosilica,54, 55 silicone nanofilaments56 and carbon 

nanotubes57 have also been used to create surface roughness to impart super-repellent properties.  For 

example, Seeger et al. prepared silicone nanofilaments with different micro roughness by the hydrolysis 

and condensation of trichloromethylsilane (TCMS).  Subsequently, the nanofilaments were fluorinated with 

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS).  They found that the topography of nanofilament 

can significantly influence superoleophobicity.  
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Figure 1.8 Schematic illustration of the procedure used to prepare the RB particles. Reprinted from Liu et 

al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2014, 6 (4), 2629-2638. 

 

 

1.3.1.2.2 Etching 

Etching is a simple and effective method to achieve surface roughness.  Depending on the chemical 

properties of the substrate, different etching methods such as acid etching,58 base etching,59 plasma etching60, 

61 or ion etching62 can be applied.  For example, McCarthy et al. used argon plasma etching of 

polypropylene in the presence of poly(tetrafluorothylene) (PTFE) to achieve a high water contact angle 

(~170 °) and low contact angle hysteresis (~2 °).63  PTFE was sputtered to create a fluorocarbon plasma 

which reacted with polypropylene while it ablated to form the micrometer and submicrometer scale 

roughness.  As shown in Fig 1.9, Jiang et al. fabricated controllable surface morphologies with dense 

Cu(OH)2 ribbed nanoneedle arrayed on copper foil by base etching. After a perfluorothiolate reaction 

through one-step thiolate reaction between perfluoroalkyl thiol and the Cu(OH)2 nanostructure surface 

following the equation Cu(OH)2 + 2C2H4C8F7-SH → Cu(SC2H4C8F7)2 + 2H2O, superoleophobic surfaces 

were prepared by controlled oil adhesion by adjusting the surface roughness and preload forces.59 
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Figure 1.9 SEM images of the prepared nanostructures. A) The initial Cu(OH)2 ribbed nanoneedle arrays, 

which were reacted with perfluorodecanethiol solution to achieve superoleophobicity. B–D) Typical SEM 

images for the surfaces from different reaction durations: B) 12, C) 24, and, D) 36 h.  Reprinted from 

Jiang et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21 (22), 4270-4276. 

 

1.3.1.2.3 Lithography 

Lithography is also used to prepare well-defined structures with micro and nano scale roughness.64-66  

Various regular structures can be obtained; these include pillars with straight smooth side walls,67 overhang 

re-entrant structure,67 wavy side walls67 as well as grooved textures.68  For example, ordered arrayed 

microstructures with an inverse-trapezoidal cross section were fabricated on a transparent poly(dimethyl 

siloxane) (PDMS) surface by backside 3-D diffuser lithography and subsequently followed by two 

consecutive PDMS replication processes (Fig 1.10).  In the following step, transparent superomniphobic 

surfaces were achieved by spin-coating a PTFE layer onto the PDMS substrate.    
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Figure 1.10 (a) A schematic diagram of the backside 3-D diffuser lithography.  (b) to (d) SEM images of 

the fabricated PDMS trapezoids with various magnifications and view angles. Dimensions of a trapezoid 

are H = 11.9 mm, θside = 56 °, P = 40 µm, and Wt = 26 µm.64 Reprinted from Choi et al., Soft Matter 2010, 

6 (7), 1401-1404. 

 

 

1.3.1.2.4 Sol–Gel Synthesis 

Sol-gel synthesis is a useful method to tune surface roughness.  Ras et al. have prepared 

superomniphobic surfaces by using fluorosurfactant-coated silica aerogel.69  Fluorinated surfactant 

(tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane (FTCS) was attached onto the aerogel surface 

through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to further decrease surface energy (Fig 1.11).  Due to the 

underlying layer of silica aerogel having almost the same re-entrant network structure as the top layer, 

superomniphobicity will remain even after surface damage.  The resulting superomniphobic surfaces have 

excellent dynamic dewettability for both water and paraffin oil and are highly damage-tolerant.    
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Figure 1.11 (A) Schematic representation of silica aerogel with its fractal-like bulk structure built from 

silica nanoparticles. (B) Silica aerogel has a re-entrant surface topography (i.e., overhangs) that renders it 

superhydrophobic and superoleophobic when modified with a fluorinated surfactant. (C) Mechanical 

abrasion by sandpaper or sharp objects leads to removal of part of the aerogel material and rupture of the 

necks that bond two nanoparticles together. Despite severe damage, the newly exposed aerogel surface 

still shows surface topography and superhydrophobic and superoleophobic properties with low contact 

angle hysteresis and low sliding angles. At the broken neck area, silanols become exposed, though the 

preservation of nonwetting properties suggests that the broken neck area gets replenished with surfactant 

molecules.69 Reprinted form Ras et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2013, 5 (3), 485-488. 

 

 

Aside from the above mentioned methods, other approaches such as spray deposition,70, 71 

electrohydrodynamics (EHD) technique72 and so on73, 74 were also widely used to prepared the anti-wetting 

surface.   

Different preparation methods will result in different scales of surface roughness, which will 

correspondingly influence the stability of Cassie-Baxter state.  Fig 1.12 shows the relationship of robustness 

parameter (H*) and the spacing ratio (D*) for octane droplets on various artificial and natural anti-wetting 

surface,  where H* refers to the extent of sagging of the liquid-vapor interface due to gravity, Laplace 

pressure or external pressure and D* stands for spacing ratio which relates the surface topography parameter 

to the CAs of various liquids.75  Among the various natural and artificial surfaces illustrated in Fig 1.12, 
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nanonails show the highest robust dewettability.  In terms of superomniphobic surfaces, doubly re-entrant 

structures show the strongest resistance to oil as low surface tension perfluohexane can be repelled.37  

 

 

Figure 1.12 Plot of the robustness parameter (H*) as a function of the spacing ratio (D*) for droplets of 

octane (surface tension γlv = 21.6 mN/m) on various natural and artificial surfaces presented in the 

literature. For low-surface-tension liquids, only surface textures for which the D* and H* values can be 

controlled independently (such as micro-hoodoos or nanonails) show both high apparent contact angles 

and robustness of the composite interface (as evidenced by a high value for H*) at the same time. The 

fractal structure image is reproduced with permission from Reference 76 (Copyright 1997 Wiley-VCH). 

The nanonail image is reproduced with permission from Reference77 (Copyright 2008 ACS.) Images of 

the electrospun fibers, micro-hoodoos, and the lotus leaf are reproduced with permission from Reference33  

(Copyright 2007 AAAS.) The image of the vertical pillars is reproduced with permission from Reference 
78 (Copyright 2003 ACS.) The schematic for Cassie’s wire gratings is based on the schematic shown in 

Reference 25.  Reprinted from Cohen et al., MRS Bulletin 2011, 33 (08), 752-758. 

 

 

1.3.1.3 Examples of Superomniphobic Surfaces 

Tuteja et al. synthesized a multi-scale structured surface by electrospinning a mixture of cross-linked 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and fluorodecyl polyhedral oligomeric silsequioxane (POSS) on the 
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surface of stainless steel wire (Fig 1.13).  Fluorodecyl POSS self-enriches on the surface due to its lower 

surface energy (γsv ≈ 11.5 mN/m).  Combining re-entrant curvature at both length scales with fluorinated 

surface moieties results in a superomniphobic surface which repels a range of Newtonian liquids.  Liquids 

with low surface tensions (i.e. γlv < 25 mN/m) can easily slide with low contact angle hysteresis and low 

sliding angle.  This particular surface differs from other superomniphobic surfaces in that the use of multiple 

scales of roughness result in superior superomniphobicity against non-Newtonian liquids, such as various 

polymer solutions of different polymer molecular weights, concentrations, and solvents.9 

 

 

Figure 1.13 (A) SEM image of the hierarchically structured surface illustrating the electrospun coating of 

cross-linked PDMS + 50 wt % fluorodecyl POSS on a stainless steel wire mesh 70. (B) Elemental 

mapping of fluorine on the hierarchically structured surface. The high surface fluorine content is expected 

to be due to the surface migration of the fluorodecyl POSS molecules. (C) SEM image illustrating the re-

entrant curvature of the electrospun texture. (D) Roll-off angles for various Newtonian liquids on the 

surface shown in (A). The inset shows an ethanol droplet rolling on the surface at a roll-off angle ω = 2°. 

(E) Droplets of various low surface tension Newtonian liquids showing very high contact angles on the 

surface shown in (A). (F) Jets of different Newtonian liquids shown in (E) bouncing on the surface shown 

in (A).  Reprinted from Tuteja et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135 (2), 578-581. 

 

 

Vollmer et al. prepared a porous, textured surface a few micrometers thick through the deposition of 

candle soot on glass (Fig 1.14).  The soot was subsequently coated with a 25 nm thick layer of silica. After 

calcination at 600 °C to remove the underlying soot layer, the coating became transparent.  The surface 

chemistry was further altered by silanization of volatile semi-fluorinated silane with chemical vapor 
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deposition (CVD) and superomniphobicity was achieved.  Due to the coating’s self-similarity, water and 

oil repellency were retained even after the top layer was damaged by sand impingement from a height of 

10 to 40 cm.19 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14 Superamphiphobicity of the surface. A 2-µl water drop (A) and 5-µl hexadecane drop (B) 

deposited on the surface possess a static contact angle of 165° ± 1° and 156° ± 1°, respectively. (C) 

Cartoon of a liquid drop deposited on the fractal-like composite interface. (D) Time-resolved images of 

the bouncing of a 5-µl hexadecane drop on a superamphiphobic surface. Just before impinging, the drop’s 

kinetic energy exceeds its interfacial energy by 2.4 (that is, the Weber number is 2.4) (79).  Reprinted from 

Vollmer et al., Science 2012, 335, 67-70. 

 

 

The Liu group used the diblock copolymer poly-[3-(triisopropyloxysilyl)propylmethacrylate]-block-

poly-[2-(perfluorooctyl)ethyl methacrylate] (PIPSMA-b-PFOEMA) coated on cotton fabrics to achieve 

superomniphobicity (Fig 1.15).80  The sol-gel forming block PIPSMA will hydrolyze to form silanol groups 

that can condense with the hydroxyl groups present on the cotton fabric.81, 82  Superomniphobicity arises 

from the low surface tension fluorinated block PFOEMA without significantly changing the roughness of 

the fiber.  The superomniphobic cotton can easily slide various liquids including water, diiodomethane, 

hexadecane, motor oil, cooking oil and pump oil.  Since the fluorinated block is covalently linked to the 

cotton fabric, the coating is stable against simulated washing tests with detergent.  
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Figure 1.15 Images of droplets of different liquids on cotton fabrics that were coated under standard 

conditions. The water droplet was pink because of rhodamine B impregnation.  Reprinted from Liu et al., 

Langmuir 2012, 28 (17), 6911-6918. 

 

 

1.3.1.4 Challenge with Superomniphobic Surfaces 

Despite their superior anti-wetting properties, superomniphobic surfaces have several disadvantages 

that limit their use in real world applications.83  For instance, these coatings are easily damaged via abrasion.  

Unlike the lotus leaf, which can restore its surface properties by regenerating its hydrophobic wax layer,84 

the coated superomniphobic surface lacks a way to regenerate its surface properties. Physical damage leads 

to a number of changes at the surface; for instance Fig 1.16 highlights the increase of contact area between 

the liquid and surface with the loss of micro- and nano-scale roughness.83 Furthermore, the surface changes 

from being hydrophobic to hydrophilic.85  In addition, air trapped in the rough surface can easily be 

displaced by liquid under high pressure conditions. All in all, the properties of the superomniphobic surface 

should be more reliant on low surface energy moieties rather than surface topography to ensure surfaces 

aren’t easily damaged through abrasion. Furthermore, these surfaces need to possess excellent optically 

clarity and be low cost.  
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Figure 1.16 Wearing out a nonwetting surface. A superhydrophobic surface generally loses its liquid 

repellency after mechanical abrasion.  (A) A water droplet rolls on a superhydrophobic surface, where the 

liquid is suspended by a solid-air composite interface. (B) A setup for linear abrasion test. (C) A droplet 

gets stuck on the same surface after abrasion because of the failure of the composite interface.  Reprinted 

from Ras et al., Science 2016, 352, 142-143. 

 

 

1.3.2 Slippery Liquid-infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) 

The water contact angle on a smooth surface has never exceeded 120 °.46  Oils, with lower surface 

tension, spread easily on smooth surfaces and have lower contact angles. Usually, solid surfaces are 

microscopically rough, promoting the adhesion of unwanted fluids. This makes it a challenge to build a 

smooth surface with good anti-wetting properties. 

Nepenthes pitcher plant, which uses a rough structure to lock in a lubricating liquid, is able to slide 

insects from the rim of to the digestive juice at the pitcher plant’s bottom.  The plant uses micro-textured 

roughness combined with a compatible lubricating liquid (water) to create a slippery overlaying film.  As 

shown in Figure 1.17, Aizenberg et al. first reported a liquid infused surface using perfluorinated fluids and 

a micro/nanostructured substrate (Teflon-based porous nanofiber network).86  This kind of slippery liquids-

infused porous substrate (SLIPS) repelled various liquids including water, crude oil and blood.  With a 

homogeneous surface roughness less than 1 nm and a highly mobile lubricant, all liquids can easily slide 

off the surface with extremely low contact angle hysteresis (< 2.5 °).  The surface is 100 % smooth and can 

be easily applied to substrates like plastic, glass and ceramics.  This inert, slippery surface can restore 
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omnophobicity after physical damage and keep function at high pressure (up to 680 atm).  Different liquids 

such as silicone oil87 and ionic liquids can also selected as lubricant repel the immiscible liquids.  Also, 

SLIPS coating can expand its applications to area such as anti-fouling,88 anti-icing89 and oil-water 

separation.90 

 

 

Figure 1.17 Overview of SLIPS.  Reprinted from Aizenberg et al., Nature 2011, 477 (7365), 443-447. 

 

SLIPS surfaces can self-regulate secretion of the liquid lubricant.  As shown in Figure 1.18, lubricant 

was stored as discrete, shell-less droplets which randomly distributed in the polymer-gel matrix by the trade 

off the intrinsic energy penalty (EA = nAγgl, where n, A and γgl stand for the number, surface area and surface 

energy of droplets respectively) of droplet-gel interface and kinetic barrier associated with polymer-bond 

reorganization.  By means of satisfying spreading factor S = γga – (γla + γgl) > 0, where γga, γla and γgl are the 

surface energy of gel-air, liquid-air and gel liquid, respectively, a stable thin liquid coating can be achieved 

by dynamic liquid exchange between the lubricant, matrix and surface.  This idea may be used to restore 

the liquid overlayer once they loss by shear or evaporation.  
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Figure 1.18 Schematic of the self-regulated liquid-secretion system. Secretion liquid is stored as shell-

less droplets inside a gel matrix composed of dynamic polymers, with ongoing liquid exchange between 

droplet and gel phases. If S = γga – (γla + γgl) > 0, the matrix surface will be coated with a thin liquid 

overlayer.  When this layer is removed, the disjoining pressure will trigger secretion of the stored liquid to 

restore the original film thickness, and the supramolecular gel matrix will reconfigure through reversible 

bond disassembly and reassembly to release any build-up of mechanical stress due to shrinking droplets.  

With successive removal/restoring cycles, the liquid droplets will continuously shrink and the gel will 

become progressively transparent.  Reprinted from Aizenberg et al., Nat. Mater 2015, 14, 790-795. 

 

1.3.2.1 Three Criteria of SLIPS 

To build a stable and smooth liquid interface held by a porous substrate, Azienberg et al. proposed that 

three key criteria should be met.  

First, the lubricant must have good adhesion with the textured substrate.  Thus, the surface should 

match the chemical composition of the lubricant, leading to a very small surface energy difference between 

both components.  The porous substrate with micro/nano scale roughness are also critical to increase the 

affinity between the surface and lubricant, minimizing loss of lubricant.91  

Second, the solid surface needs to be preferentially wetted by the lubricant, and not by the test liquid.  

Assuming the total interfacial energy of a textured surface completely wetted by either an arbitrary 

immiscible test liquid or lubricating liquid or without test liquids floating above the SLIPS surface is EA, 

E1 and E2 respectively.  To satisfy the second criteria, following equations should be meet: 

△ 𝐸1 = 𝐸𝐴 −  𝐸1 = 𝑅(𝛾𝐵 cos 𝜃𝐵 − 𝛾𝐴 cos 𝜃𝐴) − 𝛾𝐴𝐵  > 0                     (9) 

△ 𝐸2 = 𝐸𝐴 −  𝐸2 = 𝑅(𝛾𝐵 cos 𝜃𝐵 − 𝛾𝐴 cos 𝜃𝐴) + 𝛾𝐴 − 𝛾𝐵  > 0              (10) 

Where γA and γB are the surface tensions of the test liquid and lubricant, respectively.  γAB is the 

interfacial tension between the test liquid and lubricant.  R is the roughness, which is defined as the actual 
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area of surface relative to its projected area.  θA and θB are the contact angles of the test liquid and lubricant 

on a flat surface (Figure 1.19).  

  

 

Figure 1.19 Working conditions for maintaining a stable lubricating film. Reprinted from Aizenberg et 

al., Nature 2011, 477 (7365), 443-447. 

 

 

Finally, the test liquid should be poorly miscible with lubricant.  Provided the liquids are immiscible, 

the test liquid will not pin on the surface and loss of the lubricant will be minimal.   

1.3.2.2 Preparation of SLIPS Coatings 

SLIPS relies on micro/nano scale texture and high affinity between the substrate and lubricant.  A lot 

of effort has gone into methods for fabricating porous, textured substrates.  The textured substrate can be 

prepared by methods such as etching,92, 93 porous polymer membrane,88, 94 chemical deposition,89 sol-gel 

chemistry,95, 96 layer by layer assembly97, 98 and polymer swelling. 99-101  

For example, Shiratori et al. prepared porous films through using non-solvent-induced phase 

separation of a poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP)/ di-n-butyl phthalate 

solution (Figure 1.20).  Due to the high fluorine content of PVDF-HFP, the resulting porous substrate does 

not need additional processing to reduce its surface energy. PFPE (Perfluoropolyether) was subsequently 
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infused into the PVDF-HFP porous film, resulting in Gel-SLIPS surfaces with superior dynamic 

dewettability, high transparency (87 % at 600 nm wavelength) and self-standability.102   

    

Figure 1.20 Phase separation and extraction process.  Reprinted from Shiratori et al., ACS Appl. Mater. 

Interfaces 2014, 6 (3), 1502-1508. 

 

 

Azienberg et al. also prepared a fluorogel elastomer by photocuring perfluorinated acrylate with a 

perfluoropolyether crosslinker (Fig 1.21).  The fluorogel, once infused with fluorinated lubricant, exhibits 

excellent dewetting performance against various test liquids.  The crosslinked network of fluorogel can 

delay the loss of lubricant stabilized in the matrix.  Aside from its omniphobicity, the slippery coating also 

shows excellent anti-fouling, shape-memory behavior and tunable mechanical and optical properties.99 

 

 

Figure 1.21 Schematic depicting the presence of the lubricant dispersed throughout the polymer network 

and diffusing to the polymer surface, with the free polymer chains at the swollen gel surface that reduce 

friction and provide slipperiness.  Reprinted from Aizenberg et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2014, 53 (17), 

4418-22. 
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1.3.2.3 Drawbacks of SLIPS 

While SLIPS has many advantages, it is not a perfect solution. For instance, lubricant is gradually lost 

with use, leading to an eventual loss of properties. Once this occurs, test liquids will likely pin or begin to 

wet the surface rather than sliding off. 

Furthermore, the substrate is inherently vulnerable. Like other superomniphobic surfaces, the rough 

surface is critical for its performance. For SLIPS, surface damage may disrupt the smooth lubricant layer, 

leading to a loss of properties. 

In addition, the test liquid cannot be miscible with the lubricant, otherwise the test liquids will mix 

with the lubricant and eventually get absorbed into the coating matrix.  Furthermore, the lubricant may be 

depleted as miscible test liquid is removed from the surface. One needs to carefully pick the right lubricant 

depending on the liquids to be repelled.  This prevents a single SLIPS formulation for being used 

everywhere; rather different applications may require different formulations.  

SLIPS coatings are not always transparent, further limiting their applications. The underlying rough 

substrate, if possessing pores with dimensions substantially larger than the wavelength of visible light, 

results in enough light scattering to lose an appreciable amount of transparency. Furthermore, the reflective 

index of the lubricant and substrate need to match, otherwise transparency is lost.   

1.3.3 Monolayer 

Due to its low glass transition temperature (-127 °C),103, 104 PDMS exists as a low viscosity liquid 

polymer melt at room temperature.  By chemically grafting a monolayer of PDMS onto a substrate, the 

surface becomes liquid-like and slippery due to the high flexibility of PDMS chains. The inclusion of a 

slippery PDMS brush layer leads to a dramatic drop in the coefficient of friction between the surface and a 

deposited test liquid droplet, leading to easy liquid sliding. Due to the high mobility of grafted PDMS 

brushes and resulting smoothness of the surface, various test liquids (ranging from water to organic liquids) 

can slide easily off the surface without leaving a trace.105   
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The monolayer shows static hydrophobic and oleophilic properties.  When high surface tension liquids 

like water or diidomethane are deposited on the liquid brush surface, a “discrete liquid-liquid” interface 

forms (Figure 1.22a).105  Unlike solid-liquid interfaces, the discrete liquid-liquid interface which similar 

with the bulk oil-water interface shows a low contact angle hysteresis for high surface tension liquids. 

While superomniphobic surfaces usually have difficulty in sliding low surface tension liquids, the 

PDMS monolayer shows no such restriction. When PDMS-compatible low surface tension organic liquids 

are put on the surface, they swell PDMS chains leading to a plasticized PDMS layer.106, 107  The PDMS 

chain become more mobile and more liquid-like with swelling, resulting in a blended liquid-liquid interface 

(Figure 1.22b).  Thus, the PDMS monolayer has better dynamic de-wettability for low surface tension 

organic liquids and lower contact angle hysteresis. 

 

 

Figure 1. 22 Illustration of two different types of “liquid–liquid interfaces” between the probe liquids and 

the PDMS brush-film surfaces.  a) PDMS is insoluble in HST liquids, therefore, a “discrete liquid–liquid 

interface” is likely to form when such a liquid droplet is placed on the polymer brush film. b) As NP-LST 

liquids can dissolve PDMS, the polymer brush film is likely to be swollen by such a probe liquid, and a 

“blended liquid–liquid interface” is likely to be formed. Reprinted from Hozumi et al., Angew. Chem. Int. 

Ed. 2012, 51 (12), 2956-9. 
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1.3.3.1 Preparation of Siloxane Brush Monolayer 

1.3.3.1.1 Grafting-to Approach 

Vinyl terminated PDMS chains can be grafted-to the surface of a substrate that presents Si-H moieties 

through Pt-catalyzed hydrosilylation.  However, the grafting-to approach is reliant on having a pre-modified 

Si-H surface and has long reaction times.105  For example, McCarthy et al. reported that PDMS can be 

covalently grafted to metal oxide (such as SiO2 and Al2O3) surfaces by activating silicone oil through 

heating and further reaction with surface hydroxyl groups on the metal oxide.  Figure 1.23 shows two 

possible mechanism through which this is possible. The first approach involves acid catalyzed silanolysis 

with the surface silanol acting as the acid.  The other relies on hydrolysis of PDMS and subsequently 

condensation with surface silanol groups.  Once the PDMS monolayer has formed, water and non-polar test 

liquids easily slide with a low contact angle hysteresis (< 2 °).  

 

 

Figure 1.23 Water-assisted equilibration of surface silanols and siloxane bonds in PDMS. An acid-

catalyzed silanolysis, using the silica as the acid and a silanolate as the nucleophile, is shown on the left; 

hydrolysis followed by condensation is shown on the right.  Reprinted from McCarthy et al., Langmuir 

2011, 27, 11514–11519. 
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1.3.3.1.2 Grafting-from Methods 

As shown in Figure 1.24, McCarthy et al. used a new grafting-from method which uses acid catalyzed 

polycondensation of dimethyldimethoxysilane monomers on a substrate full of hydroxyl groups.108  This 

technique results in a liquid-like PDMS monolayer within a few seconds.  Most liquids can easily slide off 

the surface with contact angle hysteresis less than 1 °.  Non polar liquid droplets have better sliding behavior 

with sliding angles below 1 °.  In contrast, water has higher sliding angles, but is still able to slide within 

10 °. 

 

 

Figure 1.24 Formation of a liquid-like omniphobic surface by covalently grafting PDMS by rapid acid-

catalyzed polycondensation.  Reprinted from McCarchy et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55 (1), 244-

248. 

 

 

1.3.3.2 Examples of Monolayer Coating 

The Liu group has developed a coating formulation consisting of dilute poly(perfluoropropylene 

oxide)-block-poly-[3-(triisopropyloxysilyl)propyl methacrylate] (PFPO-b-PIPSMA) and HCl, which acts 

as a catalyst for the sol-gel reaction of PIPSMA with a glass substrate (Figure 1.25).109  The stability of the 

coating was enhanced by the grafted and crosslinked PIPSMA layer.  The oil and water repellent properties 
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was originated from the smooth low surface energy fluorinated layer.  The resulting transparent coating 

also easily shrinks and resists the contamination of marker ink.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.25 Clear Antismudge Unimolecular Coatings of Diblock Copolymers on Glass Plates. Reprinted 

from Liu et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2014, 6 (23), 21435-21445. 

 

 

1.3.3.3 Limitations of Monolayer 

1.3.3.3.1 Highly Reliant on the Substrate 

Monolayer coatings rely on uniformly grafted liquid PDMS chains.  Usually, the substrate needs to be 

pre-modified with functional groups such as hydroxyl groups110, 111 or Si-H moieties.105  If the substrate is 

rough, the monolayer can not counteract the roughness which results in a loss of its dynamic anti-wetting 

properties.  These limitations seriously impede the substrates that can be used.  

1.3.3.3.2 Fragility of Monolayer PDMS  

While the monolayer will not be washed away or lost through evaporation, it can be removed through 

abrasion or contaminated with hydrophilic substances. As the underlying substrate is exposed, the CAH 

will increase and droplets will begin to pin on the surface.   

1.3.3.3.3 Tedious Preparation Procedure  

Aside from modification of the substrate, the preparation of monolayers can be quite tedious. Smooth 

PDMS brush film were prepared using vinyl-terminated PDMS and pretreated Si wafer treated with D4
H 
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(1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane). The Pt catalyzed hydrosilylation requires several days to complete, 

let alone preparing the substrates.105  For the clear anti-smudge unimolecular coatings invented by our group, 

the sol-gel PIPSMA monolayer with an attached fluorinated surface layer is based off of the block 

copolymer PIPSMA-b-PFOEMA, which is synthesized through a tedious atom transfer radical 

polymerization (ATRP).109  McCarthy’s approach is the most convenient procedure and the total 

preparation procedure just takes a few seconds.108  The acid-catalyzed graft polycondensation reaction of 

dimethyldimethoxysilane is performed at room temperature.  Still, it is challenging to apply on various 

substrates as it needs to be treated with oxygen plasma to remove the contaminants before the grafting 

reaction.  

1.3.4 NP-GLIDE Coating 

Inspired by the SLIPS and monolayer systems, the Liu group incorporated a low surface tension liquid 

polymer (fluorinated polymers or PDMS) at low weight ratios (4-8 %, m/m) into a commercial polyurethane 

or epoxy coating formulation.112-116 The resulting coating is called NP-GLIDE, which stands for nanopools 

of a grafted lubricating ingredient for dewetting enablement.  As shown in Figure 1.26, PDMS is grafted 

onto a commercial polyurethane precursor, which is then selectively solvated to form micelles with grafted 

PDMS comprising the core and the other components making up the corona. This mixture is then combined 

with a polyisocyanate crosslinker and thermally cured to form the final coating.  The highly crosslinked 

matrix is critical to the anti-wetting properties, otherwise the oil and water based pollutant may penetrate 

and contaminate the coating.  This results in nano-pools of PDMS dispersed throughout the coating matrix. 

Near the surface of the coating, nano-pools rupture and their low surface tension PDMS chains enrich the 

surface of the coating to give it its slippery, omniphobic properties. As the coating’s surface is worn away, 

fresh nano-pools are exposed and regenerate the PDMS covered surface if the bulk PDMS content and the 

nanopool density are high.   
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Figure 1. 26 Schematic representation of the protocol used for preparing coatings from P1-g-PDMS29 %, 

HDIT, and P1-0. The dispersion of P1-g-PDMS29 % and P1-0 in dimethyl carbonate yields P1-g-PDMS29 % 

micelles coexisting with P1 and P1-0 chains (1→2).  Casting of the micellar mixture after HDIT addition, 

evaporation of the solvent, and then curing of the dried film at 120 °C yielded a coating with embedded 

PDMS nanodomains (2 →3).  Reprinted from Liu et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54 (43), 12722-

12727. 

 

 

NP-GLIDE is highly transparent because nano-pools have diameters of 30 nm or less.  The degree of 

light scatter is low, leading to a transparency above 95 %. 

NP-GLIDE can be applied to various substrates with good adhesion (Figure 1.27). Since low surface 

tension materials are added in small amount (< 6 %, m/m), the binding chemistry between the coating and 

substrate is not impacted.  
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Figure 1.27 a) Behavior of water droplets on wood coated by a commercial epoxy without PDMS (left), 

on the original wood stain (middle), and on a F1 coating containing 6.2 wt % of PDMS (right).  b) 

Behavior of cooking oil droplets on a F2-coated (left) and an uncoated (right) of cast iron plate.  c) 

Behavior of pump oil films on the wall of a F2-coated (left) and an uncoated (right) test tube. d) Status 

after the application of a green paint onto glass plates bearing (left) an F2 coat with 4.0 wt % of PDMS 

and (right) a control coating without PDMS. e) Ink traces left on of a cell phone touchscreen that was 

coated on the left side only by a F2 coating with 4.0 wt % of PDMS.  Reprinted from Liu et al., Adv. 

Mater. Interfaces 2016, 3 (14), 1600001. 

 

 

Prior to NP-GLIDE, other anti-smudge coatings that incorported low surface tension moieties were 

developed.117, 118  Lindel et al. modified a polyurethane coating with the long perfluoroalkyl groups 

(CF3(CF2)7).117, 118 High water and oil contact angle were reported due to the self-enrichment of the low 

surface tension fluorinated groups on the coatings surface.  However, this type of coating should not 

contract the oil-based ink which limits its application in anti-graffiti.109  Bai et al. used polysiloxane 

(dihydroxybutyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane) soft segments to modify a polyurethane-acrylic hybrid 

emulsion, leading to better water repellency.  However, due to the two ends of PDMS being “locked” in 

the matrix, the resultant film may have poor dynamic dewettability due to the lower mobility of PDMS 

chains.119  The Liu group has also tried to incorporate a PFPE (perfluoropolyether) diol into polyurethanes.  

The resultant coatings were always cloudy and had poor anti-graffiti properties. The poor opacity and anti-

smudge properties may arise from macrophase seperation and non-uniform distribution between the low 

surface energy PFPE and polyurethane matrix.112              
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The first generation of NP-GLIDE used fluorinated oil (PFPO-COOH) that was covalently attached to 

a coating precursor (polyol, due to its many pendent hydroxyl groups). The terminal carboxyl groups were 

first converted into acid chloride groups through a reaction with oxalyl chloride. The resulting acid chloride 

groups could then be grafted to the coating precursor via reaction with its pendent hydroxyl groups. The 

resulting PFPO-polyol was used as an additive in un-modified polyol to render a NP-GLIDE coating.  The 

resulting coating was able to cleanly slide off several different test liquids without leaving any trace. The 

coating also shows superior anti-smudge properties against marker ink, a synthetic “finger print” liquid120 

and paint.112   

Due to the high cost and potential risks of using fluorinated components, PDMS was selected as a 

replacement since it has low cost and is known to be biocompatible.  Using the same method, PDMS was 

grafted-to the polyol, resulting in a decrease in the friction coefficient between the test liquids and the 

coated surface.  Furthermore, it had comparable anti-wetting properties with fluorinated moieties modified 

NP-GLIDE coatings.113   

Expanding further, NP-GLIDE was successfully incorporated into an epoxy coating.114  To do so, PEI-

g-PDMS (poly(ethylene imine)-graft-Poly(dimethyl siloxane)) was introduced into a commercial epoxy 

coating formulation consisting of bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) and a hardener mixture comprised 

of Jeffamine, triethanol amine and piperzaine.  In terms of anti-smudge properties to marker ink and 

commercial paint, NP-GLIDE has been compared to other commercially available coatings, such as Teflon 

and a crosslinked PDMS coating.  While Teflon has similar anti-smudge properties, it has poor optical 

clarity, poor adhesion to substrates and higher costs, suggesting NP-GLIDE may be uniquely suited to be 

used in its place.  The crosslinked PDMS coating had poor de-wetting performance, as liquid frequently 

pinned on the surface. 

In summary, a highly crosslink matrix and a surface abundant in liquid-like PDMS chains is required 

to successfully prepare of NP-GLIDE coating.  Typically, coatings are prepared through thermal curing 

crosslinking reaction, but high temperature is not always suitable, especially when using heat-sensitive 
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substrates. A modified coating formulation attempts to solve this problem by using a trifunctional monomer 

with three double bonds (a photo crosslinker) and a graft polymer with pendent double bonds and PDMS 

side chains (Figure 1.28).  Less than 5 min of irradiation was needed to yield a transparent anti-smudge 

coating.  Furthermore, patterned wettability was achieved by selectively irradiating the coating.116    

 

 

Figure 1.28 Scheme of preparing of surfaces with patterned wettability by UV curing.  Reprinted from 

Liu et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2017, 9 (30), 25623-25630. 

 

 

1.3.4.1 Theory of NP-GLDIE Coating 

1.3.4.1.1 Surface Enrichment 

Monolayer based coatings are either made through grafting-to or grafting-from low surface tension 

liquid-like reagents on a substrate surface.  Unlike monolayers, the liquid surface of NP-GLIDE coating 

arises from the surface enrichment.  Fluorinated moieties and PDMS have low surface energies, causing 

them to self-enrich on the coating surface. Surface enrichment was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. For instance, for which a NP-GLIDE coating had 7.4 wt % of PDMS in total.  

PDMS was self enrich on the surface with a silicon atomic abundance turns out to be 14.9 %, which was 

much higher than the theoretical bulk average value (1.69 %).  However, the surface is still not fully covered 

with PDMS.114  In reality, the surface of NP-GLIDE in air coexist with liquid like PDMS and solid like 

matrix.  
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1.3.4.1.2 Phase Separation 

Due to the low weight percent of PDMS, it tends to phase separate into dispersed spheres (nano-pools) 

in the coating matrix.  However, if more PDMS is incorporated, cylindrical and bicontinuous phases will 

form;121, 122  these continuous phases are not suitable for anti-smudge properties because organic 

contamination will easily penetrate through the continuous phase of PDMS.  

1.3.4.2 Drawbacks of NP-GLIDE coating 

1.3.4.2.2 High Water Sliding Angle 

A major shortcoming of the NP-GLIDE coatings is poor water sliding ability.  With large droplets (15 

µL), sliding angle greater than 30 ° are obtained.  This mediocre water sliding behavior hinders the wider 

applications of NP-GLIDE, as water is the most commonly encountered liquid.  This can be explained 

through PDMS surface coverage ratio.  Thermodynamically, the coating tends to have full PDMS coverage 

as it minimizes surface energy.  In reality, PDMS covers most but not all of the coating’s surface.   

To achieve maximum PDMS surface coverage, silicone oil was added into NP-GLIDE. The infused 

silicone oil can significantly improve water sliding behavior without having a large impact on optical clarity 

(Fig 1.29).  The silicone infused NP-GLIDE coating (SINP-GLIDE coating) can go through simulated 

violent rain cycles without degrading the water sliding performance.  Despite its apparent durability, free 

silicone will be lost with long term usage.115  
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Figure 1.29 Schematic of the Ideal Cross-Sectional Structure for a SO-Infused NP-GLIDE Coating.  

Reprinted from Liu et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2017, 9 (10), 9029-9037. 

 

 

1.3.4.2.3 Tedious Coating Formulation 

NP-GLIDE requires covalently attaching lubricant to the coating precursor through a grafting-

approach. The grafting reaction needs very harsh conditions and it is challenge to achieve 100 % conversion. 

Residual unreacted PDMS will cause macrophase separation and result in cloudiness in the final coating.  

Free PDMS can be removed through a lengthy and time-consuming purification procedure.  Fortunately, 

PDMS grafting-to methods can be replaced with copolymerization of macromer PDMS-MA with the other 

monomers of polyol with 100 % conversion.       

1.3.4.2.4 Toxicity of Coating Formulation   

Organic solvent is needed to disperse and facilitate the film formation process of the coating 

formulation.  NP-GLIDE coatings are usually prepared with organic solvents, which are toxic and increase 

costs.  Thus, a waterborne coating formulation with low volatile organic component (VOC) emissions were 

subsequently developed.123  As discussed in chapter 2, the formulation consists of a blocked polyisocyanate 

and a graft copolymer water-dispersible polyol-g-PDMS.   The water dispersible polyol will enable the 

water dispersibility of polyol-g-PDMS.  At the same time, block isocyanate can be emulsified by the water 

dispersible polyol-g-PDMS.  The resultant coatings have comparable anti-smudge properties with the 

solvent-based NP-GLIDE coatings.   
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1.3.4.2.5 Matrix Dependence 

NP-GLIDE coating (and monolayer) approaches require a smooth silicone brush layer, as the superior 

dynamic wettability is based on the smoothness of the surface and high mobility of the grafted PDMS 

brushes.  For NP-GLIDE coating, the hardness of NP-GLIDE coating rely on the pristine coating formula 

like the hardness of polyurethane coating.  If the roughness of the surface is significantly changed by wear 

and abrasion, the surface might change to Wenzel state, and the omniphobicity and anti-smudge properties 

may be deteriorated.124   

 

1.4 Summary 

In the first part, we summarize the theory, methods and application of anti-wetting surface.  The factors 

which affected the surface wetting (surface roughness and surface chemistry) and theories like Young, 

Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models are systematic discussed.  Static wettability (which is characterized by 

contact angle) and dynamic wettability (which is characterized by sliding angle and contact angle hysteresis) 

were investigated.  

Subsequently, different anti-wetting surfaces like superomniphobic surface, SLIPS coating, monolayer 

surface and NP-GLIDE coating were further explored.  Superomniphobic surfaces have been fabricated by 

combining the hierarchically micro/nano scale roughness and low surface energy moieties.  SLIPS coating 

is prepared by infusing a micro/nanostructure porous substrate with a low surface energy liquid.  Monolayer 

surface can be achieved by covalently grafting the low surface tension polymer (PDMS) on the substrate.  

NP-GLIDE coating is prepared by grafting low surface tension liquid polymer (PDMS) onto one precursor 

of a polyurethane or an epoxy coating formulation.   

For the existing anti-wetting surfaces, each has its own advantages and disadvantages.  For the anti-

wetting properties, superomniphobic surface and SLIPS coating provide the best water repellency.  

Monolayer and NP-GLIDE coating have a superiority to slide low surface tension liquid.  For the 

transparency of the coating, monolayer and NP-GLIDE coating can easily realize the high transparency, 
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which could be higher than 95 %.  For the durability, SLIPS and NP-GLIDE coating may win in the end.  

NP-GLIDE and SLIPS coating may have the best chance to be commercialized due to their low cost and 

balanced performance.  All in all, right now, there is no system has an overwhelming success to the other 

and the development of each system will boost the area of water and oil repellent coating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Notes and References 

The main work described in this chapter will be submitted to J. Mater. Chem. A. 
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Chapter 2 

Water-Based Anti-smudge NP-GLIDE Polyurethane Coating 

2.1 Introduction 

Transparent and durable omniphobic coatings that repel water and oil and shrink fingerprint liquids, 

inks, paints and other liquid-borne stains into tiny droplets after their application are highly desirable.  On 

the windshield of an automobile, such a coating readily sheds off dirt and beads up water on a rainy day, 

which improves the visibility while driving.  On a cell phone, it reduces the deposition of sweat, fingerprint 

liquid, and other liquid-based stains and facilitates screen cleaning.  Such coatings may also find 

applications on ship hulls and anti-fouling medical devices.1-4    

One approach to omniphobic coatings is to create coarse low-surface-tension surfaces with roughness 

on the nanometer- and micrometer-size scales.5-9  For oil repellency, re-entrant features, which are surfaces 

hidden under overhangs such as the surface on the bottom half of a sphere, are also required.5, 10-12  On such 

a textured coating, droplets of test liquids may hang above protrusions of the surface, existing in the so-

called Cassie-Baxter state.  In this state, the contact angles of test liquids may be higher than 150 ° even for 

hexadecane which has a low surface tension of 27.5 mN/m at room temperature.13  Further, a droplet may 

easily roll off at a low substrate tilt angle because the contact area and thus the number of interacting sites 

between the protrusions and the droplet is small, resulting in a weak adhesion between the droplet and the 

surface.  Drawbacks for this approach include the fragility of the nanometer- and micrometer-sized surface 

features and the scattering of light by them to render opacity to the coating.14   

An alternative approach is to generate a porous or rough surface first and then fill the pores or voids 

between protrusions with a liquid lubricant, yielding a slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS).15-18  

The lubricant should have a high affinity for the pore surfaces to ensure that it is imbibed.  Meanwhile, if 

the over-flowing lubricant is to repel both water and hydrocarbon-based oils and remains with the porous 

surface, it should be incompatible with the test liquids.  This essentially limits the choice of lubricants to 
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fluorinated liquids.  An incompatible test liquid slides well on a SLIPS because the friction coefficient 

between the test liquid and the pore-filling liquid is low.  However, fluorinated reagents are expensive and 

are not necessarily environmentally friendly.  Moreover, the unbound lubricant may become lost via 

evaporation or due to its solubility in liquids with which it comes into contact.                

An omniphobic coating is created in the third approach by covalently attaching or grafting chains by 

one end of a liquid polymer such as poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) onto a surface, yielding a liquid-like 

monolayer.19-21  This layer is liquid-like rather than purely liquid because chains in this layer cannot flow 

from one location to another.  Instead, a chain undergoes wriggling, stretching, retracting, and other motions 

within a circle centered around its grafting site and the radius of this circle would be comparable to the fully 

stretched length of the chain.  Despite the reduced freedom of motion of these grafted chains, this liquid-

like layer still offers superior liquid sliding performance.  The additional advantage is that the grafted layer 

is not swept away even if it is placed under the flow of a compatible test liquid.  Rather, the test liquid 

swells and reduces the viscosity of the grafted polymer layer, increasing the mobility of the grafted chains.  

Consequently, this compatible test liquid will display better sliding performance on the coating than would 

be exhibited by an incompatible test liquid.  Potential drawbacks of this approach include the need to tailor 

the grafting chemistry for different substrates and the loss of the de-wetting properties once this monolayer 

is worn off.  

Inspired by the SLIPS and the monolayer coating approach, our group has developed NP-GLIDE 

coatings that contain nanopools of a grafted lubricating ingredient for dewetting enablement.  For this, 4 - 

8 wt % of a low surface tension liquid polymer, such as a perfluorinated polyether22 or PDMS,23-27 is 

covalently attached or tethered by one end to one component of a polyurethane, epoxy, or UV-curable 

coating formulation.  To prepare a PDMS-modified NP-GLIDE polyurethane (PU) coating, for example, 

PDMS is tethered to an oligomeric polyol to yield a graft (g) copolymer polyol-g-PDMS.  Polyol-g-PDMS 

is then cured together with an unmodified polyol using a polyisocyanate.  PDMS does not undergo 

macrophase separation from the matrix during coating formation and curing because it is added as a graft 
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copolymer and is covalently attached to a polyol.  PDMS undergoes microphase separation to form a 

spherical phase that is dispersed throughout the matrix due to its incompatibility with the coating matrix.28  

Such a coating bears resemblance to a SLIPS because its nanopools consisting of a grafted liquid polymer 

are structurally analogous to the pools of a free lubricant found in a SLIPS (Figure 2.1).  It possesses the 

dynamic de-wetting properties of a traditional liquid-like monolayer because the liquid polymer in an NP-

GLIDE coating enriches itself on the surface to form grafted monolayer. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic cross-sectional view of a NP-GLIDE PU coating containing PDMS as the de-

wetting enabler.  Under a droplet of hexadecane that swells the grafted PDMS chains, the PDMS chains 

on the surface stretch into the solvent droplet as illustrated in the central part of the figure.  Under air, the 

surface PDMS chains escape from their hosting nanopools to cover the coating’s surface to decrease 

surface energy.  The objects are not drawn scale and the hexadecane droplet height should be on the order 

of millimeters and the PDMS chains should be ~ 50 nm in length. 

 

 

An NP-GLIDE coating has the advantage of being transparent, wear-tolerant, and useful on various 

substrates.  The coatings are transparent because the nanopools formed by the liquid lubricant have 

diameters < 30 nm and do not scatter much light.  They are wear tolerant because the removal of a surface 

layer from a coating exposes PDMS chains that are originally hidden in the nanopools inside the matrix.  

These newly released PDMS chains sustain the dynamic de-wetting properties of the worn surface.  The 

coatings bind well to many substrates because the lubricant is added in amounts typically less than 6.0 wt %, 

which is too low to affect the interfacial binding chemistry between the matrix polymer and the substrate 
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and the matrix polymers used so far have included epoxy and PU coatings which are known to bind well to 

various substrates.   

However, previously reported NP-GLIDE coatings were prepared using organic-solvent-based 

formulations and organic solvents are costly and environmentally harmful.  Aside from strict environmental 

laws restricting their use, they are also not welcomed by ordinary consumers or households because of the 

burdensome requirement for ventilation facilities.  To address this issue, we have developed a water-based 

NP-GLIDE PU coating as is reported here.    

Various waterborne coatings and paint formulations have been developed in industry to meet 

environmental regulations and to reduce volatile organic component (VOC) emissions.29-37  The best-known 

household product in this area is probably latex paint consisting mainly of polymer particles that were 

prepared via emulsion polymerization.  Numerous strategies are also known to prepare waterborne PU 

coatings.38, 39  Even a water-based anti-smudge PU coating has been previously reported.30  In that case, a 

hydrophilic random copolymer was used to disperse a mixture of a perfluorinated polyether diol and an 

unprotected triisocyanate in water.  However, the resultant coating exhibited only mediocre anti-smudge 

performance.  For example, the coating readily underwent surface reconstruction as indicated by a 15 ° 

decrease in its water contact angle (WCA) after water droplets sat on it for 5 min.  After 20 min, the water 

sliding property of the coating was totally lost.  Moreover, the liquid sliding angles (SAs) were high even 

for freshly dispensed droplets, with values of 58 ± 1 ° and 14.5 ± 0.5 ° for 20 L water and hexadecane 

droplets, respectively.  This inadequate de-wetting performance likely arose from the fact that the 

perfluorinated polyether did not form a brush layer on the coating’s surface due to its tethering by both ends 

onto or into the coating matrix.40, 41  In contrast, the coatings we report herein show greatly improved 

performance. 

To prepare a solvent-based NP-GLIDE PU coating, we have previously dispersed a graft copolymer 

(polyol-g-PDMS, where g denotes graft), a hexamethylene triisocyanate trimer (HDIT), and optionally a 

polyol into a selectively poor solvent for PDMS, thus yielding a micellar solution.  The micellar solution 
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was then cast onto a substrate to yield a film after solvent evaporation and this film was subsequently cured 

to yield an NP-GLIDE coating.   

We reasoned that the easiest approach to upgrade such a coating formulation to a water-based analog 

was to replace the oil-soluble polyol with a water-soluble or -dispersible polyol.  This substitution would 

subsequently enable the dispersion of the polyol-g-PDMS into water.  To ensure a long shelf-life for the 

coating formulation, HDIT should be replaced with a blocked isocyanate (BI) that would remain stable in 

water at room temperature but decompose upon heating during the coating curing step.  With these 

considerations in mind, we prepared three families of water-dispersible polyol-g-PDMS samples and used 

them together with a blocked isocyanate (BI) to develop a waterborne NP-GLIDE formulation.  Figure 2.2 

shows the chemical structures and compositions of the three polyol-g-PDMS samples that were used in this 

study.  The samples P1, P2, and P3 contained minimal molar fractions of the water-soluble monomer units, 

which were acrylic acid (AA), N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), and oligo(ethylene 

glycol) monomethacrylate (OEGMA, Mn of 5.0 × 102 Da), respectively, to facilitate their and the BI’s 

dispersion in water.   
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Figure 2.2 Chemical strucures of a) P1-0, b) P1, c) P2, d) P3, and e) BI, where % denotes the 

molar fraction of a monomer in a polymer. 

 

 

The graft copolymers shared common monomers (Figure 2.2) that included 2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate (HEMA), methyl methacrylate (MMA), butyl acrylate (BA), and the macromer PDMS-MA 

(number-average molecular weight Mn = 5.0×103 Da).  While HEMA was essential for its hydroxyl groups 

and PDMS-MA for its de-wetting properties, MMA and BA were introduced to reduce the amount of 

HEMA and thus to adjust the final coating’s crosslinking density.  Additionally, increasing the molar ratio 

between MMA and BA enhanced the hardness of the final coating.  
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2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Materials 

AA (98 %), HEMA (98 %), MMA (99 %), BA (99 %), OEGMA, and DMAEMA (98 %) were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  DMAEMA, HEMA, BA, and MMA were distilled under reduced pressure 

prior to use and tetrahydrofuran (THF, Fisher) was distilled under ambient pressure.  AA was freed of its 

inhibitor via filtration through a neutral alumina oxide column.  OEGMA and PDMS-MA (Gelest, 95 %) 

were purified via passage through basic aluminum oxide columns.  (Methylethyl ketone oxime)-blocked 

polyisocyanate (BI) was received from Covestro as a 75 wt % solution in solvent Naphtha® 100.  

Triethylamine (TEA, Aldrich, 99.5 %), 1-dodecanethiol (Aldrich, 98.0 %), formic acid (FA, Aldrich, 95-

97 %), dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether (DPM, Dow, 99 %), N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF, 

Caledon, 99.8 %), and a tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution (Sigma Aldrich, 1.0 M in methanol) were 

used as received.  Azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN, Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) was purified via recrystallization 

from ethanol.  Microscope glass slides (Fisherbrand® 7.62 × 2.54 cm2) were cut into 2.54 × 2.54 cm2 squares 

before they were sonicated in acetone and ethanol in sequence to remove surface contaminants.  Silicone 

oils with kinematic viscosities of 5 and 20 cSt at 25 °C or number-average molecular weights of 0.77 and 

2.0 × 103 Da were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received.  The third silicone oil sample with 

a kinematic viscosity of 50 cSt (25 °C) and a molecular weight of 3.8 × 103 was purchased from Fisher. 

2.2.2 Synthesis of P1-0  

The term P1-0 denotes the PDMS-free version of P1 or a pure polyol that was required for mixing with 

P1 and BI to prepare a coating with fine-tuned final PDMS contents.  P1-0 was synthesized via free radical 

polymerization.  AA (0.70 mL, 0.74 g, 10.2 mmol), HEMA (2.06 mL, 2.20 g, 16.9 mmol), BA (3.28 mL, 

2.92 g, 22.8 mmol), and MMA (1.56 mL, 1.47 g, 14.6 mmol) were dissolved in 27 mL of THF in a 100-

mL flask.  AIBN (0.056 g, 0.34 mmol) and the chain transfer agent 1-dodecanethiol (40 μL, 0.17 mmol) 

were then added to the former solution under a N2 atmosphere.  The reaction mixture was then heated at 

65 °C for 48 h, after which no monomers could be detected by NMR.  The final mixture was added into an 
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excess of hexanes to precipitate the polymer.  The precipitated polymer was re-dissolved in THF and 

precipitated into hexanes again.  This protocol was subsequently repeated.  The final copolymer was dried 

under vacuum overnight.  1H NMR of P1-0 (in CD3OD, at 300 MHz and 298 K): 4.20-3.90 (br, -CO2CH2, 

of HEMA and -CO2CH2, of BA), 3.80 (br, -CH2OH of HEMA), 3.62 (br, -CO2CH3 of MMA) ppm. 

2.2.3 Synthesis of P1, P2 and P3   

2.2.3.1 Synthesis of P1 

To prepare P1, AA (0.70 mL, 0.74 g, 10.2 mmol), HEMA (2.06 mL, 2.20 g, 16.9 mmol), BA (2.46 

mL, 2.19 g, 17.1 mmol), MMA (0.66 mL, 0.62 g, 6.2 mmol), PDMS-MA (1.52 mL, 1.47 g, 0.29 mmol) 

and anhydrous THF (54 mL) were added into a 100-mL flask under N2 flow.  This was followed by the 

addition of AIBN (0.056 g, 0.34 mmol) and the chain transfer agent 1-dodecanethiol (40 μL, 0.17 mmol) 

and N2 purging for 20 min.  The flask containing this reaction mixture was then transferred into an oil bath 

at 65 °C for 48 h until no monomer could be smelled.  At the end of the reaction, the solvent was removed 

by rotary evaporation and the final copolymer was dried under vacuum overnight for use directly.  1H NMR 

of P1 (in CDCl3, at 300 MHz and 298 K): 4.20-3.90 (br, -CO2CH2 of HEMA and -CO2CH2, of BA), 3.80 

(br, -CH2OH of HEMA), 3.62 (br, -CO2CH3 of MMA), 0-0.5 (br, 6H, CH3 of PDMS) ppm. 

2.2.3.2 Derivatization of P1 for Size Exclusion Chromatography Analysis   

Due to the AA groups in P1 and P1-0 (AA monomers are 10 % in weight fractions) and probable 

sample sorption by the SEC column packing material, no signals were observed of these samples after their 

injection.  To obtain a proper SEC trace for P1 and P1-0, we methylated the AA groups.  For this task, a 

polyol was dissolved together with iodomethane in DMF in a 2:1 molar ratio with respect to the AA groups.  

One equivalent of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide in methanol relative to the AA groups was then added 

dropwise over 10 min.  After stirring for 48 h in the dark at room temperature, the polymer was precipitated 

into water and residual solvent was removed under vacuum.   
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The full methylation was proved by 1H NMR analysis of the polymer in DMSO-d6.  The peak between 

12.00 and 12.50 from the AA carboxyl proton completely disappeared.   

2.2.3.3 Synthesis of P2 and P3  

The other two polymers P2 and P3 were synthesized analogously as P1.  Table 2.1 gives the detailed 

recipes for preparing these polymers.  1H NMR of P2 (in CDCl3, at 300 MHz and 298 K): 4.20-3.90 (br, -

CO2CH2, of HEMA, DMAEMA and BA), 3.80 (br, -CH2OH of HEMA), 3.62 (br, -CO2CH3 of MMA), 

2.55 (br, -CH2CH2 of DMAEMA), 2.27 (br, -N-(CH3)2 of DMAEMA), 0-0.5 (br, 6H, CH3 of PDMS) ppm.  

1H NMR of P3 (in CDCl3, at 300 MHz and 298 K): 4.20-3.90 (br, -CO2CH2, of OEGMA, HEMA and BA), 

3.80 (br, -CH2OH of HEMA), 3.65-3.60 (br, -CH2CH2O of OEGMA, -CO2CH3 of MMA), 0-0.5 (br, 6H, 

CH3 of PDMS) ppm. 

  

Table 2.1 Recipes used to prepare P2 and P3. 

Sample DMAEMA or 

OEGMA 

(mL/g/mmol) 

HEMA 

(mL/g/mmol) 

MMA 

(mL/g/mmol) 

PDMS-MA 

(mL/g/mmol) 

AIBN 

(g/mmol) 

P2 0.40/0.37/2.37 1.03/1.10/8.45 0.78/0.73/7.32 0.76/0.74/0.15 0.028/0.17 

P3 1.36/1.47/2.94 1.03/1.10/8.45 0.39/0.37/3.66 0.76/0.74/0.15 0.028/0.17 

   

2.2.4 Coating Preparation  

In a typical preparation, P1-0 (200 mg bearing 0.46 mmol of OH groups and 0.28 mmol of AA groups), 

BI (209 mg, with 0.74 mmol of latent NCO groups), dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTL, 1.00 wt % of the solid 

coating precursors) and TEA (39 μL, 0.28 mmol) were first dissolved in acetone (2.0 mL).  Water (3.8 mL) 

and DPM (0.20 mL) were slowly added into the resultant solution under vigorous mechanical stirring prior 

to the removal of acetone via rotary evaporation.  The resultant emulsion was then drop-cast onto glass 

slides.  The cast solution film was dried for 12 h in an oven at 50 °C under a gentle N2 flow and the resultant 
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film was subsequently cured at 150 °C for 30 min.  To achieve precise control of the coating thickness, the 

polymer weight on a glass plate of a certain surface area was determined gravimetrically.  Other coatings 

containing only P1, P2, or P3 or P1 and P1-0 were prepared in a similar manner.   

To prepare a coating containing free silicone oil, a mixture of three silicone oils with the kinematic 

viscosities of 50, 20, and 5 cSt were mixed at the mass ratios of 2/2/1, respectively.  P1 (200 mg bearing 

0.46 mmol of OH groups and 0.28 mmol of AA groups), BI (209 mg, 0.74 mmol of NCO groups,), DBTL 

(1.00 wt % of the solid coating precursors), TEA (39 μL, 0.28 mmol) and free silicone oil (4.0 mg) mixture 

were first dissolved in acetone (2.0 mL).  The rest of the coating preparation procedure was similar to that 

described above for the coatings prepared in the absence of silicone oil. 

P1-0 was also used together with P1 to reduce the PDMS content in the final P1/P1-0/BI coating.  In 

these cases, the PDMS mass fraction (P wt %) in the final coatings was calculated via Equation (1): 

𝑃 𝑤𝑡% =
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑃1 ×𝑃𝐷𝑀𝑆 𝑤𝑡 % 𝑖𝑛 𝑃1

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑟
×100%         (1) 

2.2.5 Characterization  

1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance-300 instrument using a relaxation delay of 3 s.  

Chloroform-d (CDCl3) or dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6) were used as the solvents.  Size exclusion 

chromatography (SEC) analysis of P1-0, P1, P2 and P3 was performed using a Wyatt system that was 

equipped with an Optilab rEX refractive index detector.  The eluent consisted of chloroform containing 2.5 

vol% trimethylamine, with a flow rate of 1.00 mL/min.  The columns (MZ-Gel SDplus) were packed with 

beads at the nominal pore sizes of 500, 10000 and 100000 Å.  The SEC system was calibrated with narrowly 

dispersed polystyrene (PS) standards.  The transmission values T at 500 nm of coated glass plates were 

measured using a Varian CARY 300 Bio UV-Visible spectrometer.  Each reported value represented the 

average of three or more measurements at different spots on a coating sample using a bare glass slide as the 

reference.   

The static and sliding angles were measured using a DataPhysics OCA 15 Pro Optical instrument.  The 

static contact angles (CAs) were measured at more than five different locations on each coating at 21 ± 2 °C 
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and a 20 % humidity.  The droplet volume used for these experiments was 5 μL.  To determine the sliding 

angles (SAs), 15 or 30 μL droplets of water and 5 μL droplets of other liquids were used.  The test liquid 

was first dispensed onto the coating.  The tilting angle of the coating was subsequently increased at a rate 

of 0.38 °/s and the minimum tilting angle required for the test liquid to slide was recorded as the sliding 

angle.  The sliding angle reported for each sample represented the average of values measured at more than 

three spots for each specimen and for at least three specimens. 

The hardness of the coating was evaluated following the ASTM protocol D3363 protocol.  Pencils 

with hardness values ranging from 9B to 9H were purchased from Derwent’s.  Prior to the test all of the 

pencils were sharpened and then flattened by rubbing on abrasive paper (3M, grit No. 400) at a 90° angle 

to create a flat, smooth and circular cross section.  Subsequently, pencils with different hardness values 

were held at a 45 ° angle against the coating surface and pushed away from the operator.  Starting with the 

hardest pencil, we repeated this process down the hardness scale until a pencil could no longer create a 

scratch on the sample, and the code of the hardest pencil that did not scratch the coating corresponded to 

the scratch hardness of the tested coating.   

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analyses were performed using a VG Scientific Microlab 310-F 

spectrometer.  The excitation source was MgKα radiation of 1253.6 eV (280 W, 14Kv).  The XPS data 

were collected at an electron take-off angle of 45 °.  To obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio, 10 wide scans 

were taken of each sample.   

AFM was performed in the tapping mode using a Veeco multimode instrument that was equipped with 

a Nanoscope IIIa controller.  To analyze the internal morphologies of the coating samples, the samples were 

removed from glass plates using a surgical blade.  The coatings were then sandwiched between two 

polystyrene (PS) plates and heated to 120 °C.  Thin sections were obtained by ultra-microtoming the fused 

PS plates that sandwiched a sample of the coating film.  After these thin sections were transferred onto mica 

plates, they were analyzed by AFM.   
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Attenuated total reflectance infrared (ATR-IR) analysis was carried out using an ALPHA-Bruker 

instrument.  Hydrodynamic radii of the aqueous graft copolymer micelles or silicone- and/or isocyanate-

swollen micelles were determined using a Brookhaven BI-200 SM instrument.  The instrument was 

equipped with a BI-9000AT digital correlator and a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm).  All of the measurements were 

conducted at 90 °. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Polyol Synthesis and Characterization   

P1-0, P1, P2, and P3 were prepared via free radical copolymerization.  The molecular weights of the 

targeted polymers were adjusted by using 1-dodecanethiol as the chain transfer agent.  For industrial 

relevance, we used long polymerization times to ensure that all of monomers underwent a complete 

conversion.  While this practice yielded polymers with substantial chemical composition heterogeneity, the 

advantage of this approach was that the overall compositions of the final copolymers were completely 

governed by the monomer feed ratios.  In this study, we fixed the PDMS-MA and HEMA weight fractions 

to 20 % and 30 %, respectively. 

Since any residual polar species remaining in the coating after its curing would have detrimental effects 

on its anti-smudge properties including its water repellency, several copolymers were prepared bearing 

different weight fractions of AA, DMAEMA, or OEGMA in a given series to determine the minimal amount 

of water soluble monomer required to ensure that the final graft copolymers were dispersible in water.  This 

systematic study revealed that the minimal weight fractions were ~ 10 wt % for AA, ~ 10 wt % for 

DMAEMA, and ~ 40 wt % for OEGMA.   

Much less AA or DMAEMA was required to facilitate graft copolymer dispersion in water because 

triethylamine and formic acid were added to the AA- and DMAEMA-containing formulations to enable the 

formation of anionic deprotonated AA and cationic protonated DMAEMA units and the charged species 
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had a much higher affinity for water than the neutral OEGMA units.  Volatile triethylamine and formic acid 

were used as they could readily evaporate during the curing process.     

Table 2.2 shows the compositions and characterization data for the three polyol-g-PDMS samples P1, 

P2, and P3 that were used to disperse BI in water.  To vary the PDMS content in a final coating consisting 

of P1 and BI, a polyol P1-0 that bore no PDMS side-chains was also synthesized. 

   

Table 2.2 Compositions and molecular weights of P1-0, P1, P2 and P3. 

Polymer PDMS 

wt % 

HEMA 

wt % 

MMA 

wt % 

BA 

wt % 

WSM 

wt % a 

SEC   

10-4Mn 

(g/mol) b 

Mw/Mn 

P1-0 0 30 20 40 10 1.36  1.91 

P1 20 30 10 30 10 1.06 2.01 

P2 20 30 40 0 10 1.12 1.81 

P3 20 30 10 0 40 1.21 2.14 

a: The water-soluble monomer (WSM) was AA for P1-0 and P1, DMAEMA for P2, and OEGMA for P3.  
b: These are polystyrene-equivalent number-average molecular weights. 

 

 

The 1H NMR spectra and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) traces of these samples are shown in 

Fig. 2.3-2.6.  To obtain reasonable SEC traces of P1 and P1-0, it was necessary to methylate their carboxyl 

groups prior to characterization.  Without methylation, no signals were observed of P1 and P1-0, probably 

due to their sorption by the column packing material.   
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Figure 2.3 a) 1H NMR spectrum of P1-0 measured in CDCl3 and b) its SEC trace measured using CHCl3 

/TEA as the eluent. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 a) 1H NMR spectrum of P1 measured in CDCl3 and b) its SEC trace measured using CHCl3 

/TEA as the eluent. 
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Figure 2.5 a) 1H NMR spectrum of P2 measured in CDCl3 and b) its SEC trace measured using CHCl3 

/TEA as the eluent. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 6 a) 1H NMR spectrum of P3 measured in CDCl3 and b) its SEC trace measured using CHCl3 

/TEA as the eluent. 

 

 

Some BA units were introduced into P1 and P1-0 because this modification improved the physical 

appearance of the final coatings.  The incorporation of BA should decrease the glass transition temperature 
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Tg of P1-0 and the polyol backbone of P1.  The decreased Tg facilitated the mixing of chains initially present 

in different water-dispersed particles and facilitated the formation of uniform coatings.42   

2.3.2 Blocked Isocyanates  

The structures of the commercial BI are shown in Figure 2.2.  The three isocyanate groups were 

blocked with methyl ethyl ketone oxime.  This BI was not dispersible in water.  Our independent test 

indicated that BI was a solid at room temperature (21 ± 1 °C).  Moreover, it readily phase-separated from 

silicone oil with a molecular weight of 3.8 × 103 Da after the two species were cast from tetrahydrofuran 

and the solvent evaporated.  According to the manufacturer, BI should be heated at 150 °C for 15 min with 

polyols in the presence of 1.0 wt % of the catalyst dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTL) to ensure complete curing.  

   

2.3.3 Coating Formation   

To prepare a coating, a BI, a graft copolymer (P1, P2, P3, or a P1/P1-0 mixture), and triethylamine or 

formic acid at one molar equivalent relative to the AA or DMAEMA groups, as well as the catalyst 

dibutyltin dilaurate were dissolved in a minimal amount of acetone.  To this acetone solution was then 

added water and dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether at a volume ratio of 19/1.0 under vigorous 

mechanical stirring.  The acetone was subsequently removed via rotary evaporation to yield a micellar 

solution at ~ 100 mg/mL consisting of polymer(s) and BI.  The micellar solution was then cast onto a glass 

plate and the solvent was evaporated at 50 °C to yield a film.  The final coatings were cured at temperatures 

recommended by the manufacturer.  However, we utilized a curing time that was twice as long (30 min) as 

that recommended by the manufacturer.   

To ensure the proper curing of the final mixture, the mass ratio between the BI and P2 or P3 was 

adjusted so that the molar ratio between the latent isocyanate groups and the hydroxyl groups was 1.00/1.00.  

When P1 or P1-0 was used, enough BI was added to ensure a molar ratio of 1.00/1.00 was achieved between 

the latent isocyanate groups and the sum of the hydroxyl and AA groups, where an AA carboxyl group 

could react with an isocyanate group to form an amide bond, releasing a carbon dioxide molecule.43  We 
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tuned the thickness of the coatings by adjusting the amount of BI and polymer(s) cast per unit glass area 

and the thickness of the coatings was 30 µm unless mentioned otherwise.   

Table 2.3 summarizes the protocols for the preparation of four coating samples.  It also gives the 

transmission T data measured for these samples at 500 nm as well as their water contact and sliding angles 

(WCAs and WSAs) measured within 1 min after water droplets were dispensed onto the coatings.    

 

Table 2.3 Recipes used to prepare some of the tested coatings and the key properties of the resultant 

coatings. 

Sample Polyol/ 

Amt. 

(mg) 

Xlinker/ 

Amt. (mg) 

NAa/ 

Amt. (mg) 

PDMS 

wt % 

T (%) WCA 

(°) 

WSA b 

(°) 

F1 P1-0/200 BI-1/209 TEA/28.1 0 98 ± 1 92 ± 1 62 ± 2 

F2    P1/200 BI-1/209 TEA/28.1 9.7 97 ± 1 104 ± 1 24 ± 2 

F3 P2/200 BI-1/132 FA/5.9 12.0 91 ± 1 100 ± 1 51 ± 3 

F4 P3/200 BI-1/132 NA/0 12.0 94 ± 1 97 ± 1 52 ± 2 

a The neutralizing agents (NAs) for AA and DMAEMA were triethylamine (TEA) and formic acid (FA), 

respecteively. 
b For WSA measurements, 30 μL water droplets were used.   

 

 

2.3.4 Effect of Varying the Polyol   

We attempted to optimize the performance of coatings prepared from P1, P2, or P3 using BI as the 

crosslinker.  Entries F2, F3, and F4 in Table 2.3 provide the recipes used to prepare these coatings as well 

as the T %, WCA, and WSA values of the resultant coatings.  The T % values were lower and the WSAs 

were higher for the P2- and P3-based coatings than the corresponding values observed with the P1-based 

coatings.       

The relatively low T % for the P2-containing coating was reasonable because the OEGMA content in 

P2 was high at 40 wt % and PDMS is highly incompatible with OEGMA.  The high OEGMA content in 

the final coating should increase the thermodynamic driving force for PDMS to segregate into larger 

domains against kinetic barriers.  
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Although the weight fraction of AA in P1 and that of DMAEMA in P3 were equal and were both at 

10.0 wt %, the P3-containing coating still had a lower T % value, probably because the AA groups were 

fully consumed while the DMAEMA groups remained in the final coating.  As mentioned above, a carboxyl 

group could react with an isocyanate unit via several pathways including the formation of an amide bond, 

releasing CO2.43  On the other hand, no known reactions would occur under our curing conditions between 

a DMAEMA unit and an isocyanate group.  The presence of the unconsumed polar DMAEMA units could 

lead to increased PDMS domain sizes along with light scattering, to yield a lower T % value than that for a 

P1-based coating.   

The presence of the unconsumed hydrophilic moieties in the P2- and P3-based coatings also explained 

the surface reconstruction data shown in Fig. 2.7, where the WCAs of 5 L water droplets were plotted as 

a function of their residence time on different coatings.  While the WCAs on the P1-based coating barely 

changed over 5 min, the decrease in the WCAs with time was significant on the P2- and P3-based coatings. 
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Figure 2.7 Plot of variations in the WCAs as functions of the time that water droplets reside on (■) P1/BI, 

(●) P2/BI, and (▲) P3/BI coatings, respectively. 

 

 

2.3.5 P1-Based NP-GLIDE Formulations   

Because the P1-based coating (entry F2 in Table 2.3) exhibited the best water de-wetting performance, 

only coatings prepared from P1/BI or from P1/P1-0/BI will be further discussed below.  These coatings 

bearing different amounts of PDMS were prepared from mixtures of P1 and P1-0 as the polyol precursors 

(F5 and F6, Table 2.4).  We have previously discovered that the infusion of free silicone oil into a NP-

GLIDE coating matrix did not deteriorate the optical clarity of the coating but improved its water sliding 

performance.24  Thus, we have also prepared a silicone-infused NP-GLIDE coating (F7, Table 2.4).  

Table 2.4 Recipes used to prepare NP-GLIDE coatings containing different amounts of PDMS and free 

silicone oil. 

Sample PDMS wt % P1-0/mg P1/mg BI/mg Silicone oil/mg 

F5 4.8 100 100 209 NA 

F6 7.3 50 150 209 NA 

F7  10.6 0 200 209 4.0 
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2.3.6 Association States of P1 and P1-Based Coating Formulations in Water   

Our hypothesis was that P1 would become dispersed in water as micelles with the PDMS side-chains 

forming a core that was stabilized by the polyol backbone.  We confirmed this hypothesis by comparing 

the hydrodynamic diameters dh of P1 and P1-0 neutralized with triethylamine in water.  When a P1-0 sample 

at 1.0 mg/mL in water was analyzed via dynamic light scattering (DLS), the scattered light was too weak 

to allow a meaningful determination of dh.  Thus, this sample was likely dispersed into water as individual 

chains or unimolecular micelles.  However, the analysis of a P1 sample under similar conditions yielded a 

dh value of 63 nm with a polydispersity of 0.20 (Table 2.5).  Therefore, it was apparent that this sample had 

formed micelles. 

   

Table 2.5 DLS analysis data for some coating precursors in water. 

 

Sample dh (nm) Polydispersity 

P1-0 in Water --- --- 

P1 in Water 63 ± 4 0.20 ± 0.02 

F1 Analogue 128 ± 5 0.22 ± 0.02 

F2 Analogue 238 ± 7 0.16 ± 0.01  

F5 Analogue 150 ± 9 0.14 ± 0.02 

F6 Analogue 178 ± 8 0.16 ± 0.03  

 

 

The polydispersity of 0.20 for the P1 micelles was significantly larger than those reported for micelles 

of diblock copolymers synthesized by anionic polymerization.44, 45  This difference can be attributed to 

several causes.  First, P1 was compositionally heterogeneous.  If the polystyrene-equivalent Mn of 1.06 × 

104 Da for P1 were of any guidance value at all, the existence of a single PDMS chain in such a chain would 

give a PDMS weight fraction of 47 %.  The average PDMS weight fraction was only 20.0 %.  Thus, P1 

consisted of polyol-g-PDMS as well as the free polyol rather than solely of polyol-g-PDMS.  Second, the 

polyol backbone was prepared via free radical polymerization and had a wide molecular weight distribution 

as well. 
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DLS was used also to analyze a close analogue of formulation F1 (Table 2.3), where the total P1-0 and 

BI concentration in neat water (containing no dipropylene glycol methyl ether) was 1.0 mg/mL.  The 

determined dh value was 128 nm.  Conversely, an analogue of the F2 formulation in neat water had a dh 

value of 238 nm.  Thus, smaller particles were formed when BI was dispersed by P1-0 rather than by P1.  

This trend was reasonable given that the P1 micelles were already large to start with.  Since we had already 

demonstrated that BI and PDMS were incompatible with one another, we hypothesize that BI formed a 

separate core phase stabilized by the P1 chains with a cross-sectional structure as shown in Frame a of 

Figure 2.8.  

 

 

Figure 2. 8 Schematic depiction of the process of coating formation from P1 and BI.  a)  A P1/BI micellar 

solution in DPM/water is initially cast onto a glass slide.  b) Evaporation of water facilitates the escape of 

the BI from the micellar cores to enter the DPM-swollen polyol matrix.  c) Heating at 150 °C leads to 

evaporation of DPM, the rupturing of micelles at the coating surface, the deblocking of BI, and the 

crosslinking of the polymer matrix. 

 

 

We further determined the dh values of 150 and 178 nm for analogues of coating formulations F5 and 

F6 (Tables 2.5) in water.  Progressing from F1 to F2, F5, and F6, the polymer (P1 + P1-0)-to-BI mass ratio 

remained at 200/209, but the respective P1/P1-0 ratios changed from 0/200 to 200/0, 100/100, and 150/50 
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respectively.  Thus, dh became larger with increasing relative amounts of P1.  This trend was again 

reasonable given that P1 formed larger particles than P1-0 in water.   

2.3.7 Coating Formation Mechanism   

Figure 2.8 depicts our hypothesized coating formation mechanism.  As we confirmed earlier, a micellar 

dispersion of P1/BI or P1/P1-0/BI in DPM/water was initially cast onto a substrate.  The evaporation of 

water during the later stages of coating heating at 50 °C should facilitate the escape of the BI from the 

micellar cores to enter the DPM-swollen polyol matrix due to BI’s compatibility with the latter matrix.  

Further heating of the coating at 150 °C should lead to the rupturing of the micelles at the coating surface, 

the evaporation of DPM (b.p. = 190 °C), the deblocking of BI, and the crosslinking of the polyol matrix.           

2.3.8 PU Curing   

To ensure that the curing conditions suggested by the manufacturer were appropriate for our system, 

the reaction progress of a curing system was monitored via attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform 

infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy.  Since free isocyanate groups exhibit a distinct absorption peak at 2250 

cm-1,38 a mixture containing excess BI relative to P1 (at a molar ratio of 1.50/1.00 rather than 1.00/1.00 for 

the latent isocyanate groups relative to the sum of the HEMA and AA groups) was cured at 150 °C to 

determine the time required for the deblocked isocyanate group peak to emerge.  The assumption was that 

the initially generated isocyanate groups would react with the hydroxyl and AA groups and became 

consumed as soon as they were generated.  Consequently, the isocyanate peak would emerge only after all 

of the hydroxyl and AA groups were consumed.  Therefore, this incubation period for the isocyanate groups 

would be similar to the time required to cure the system.    

Fig. 2.9 compares the ATR-FTIR spectra of the samples that were cured for various times at 150 °C.  

The characteristic peaks in the 3200-3600 cm-1 region corresponding to the hydrogen-bonded OH stretching 

38 decreased in intensity as time progressed.  More interestingly, the 2250 cm-1 peak belonging to free 

isocyanate began to emerge at ~ 20 min, which was consistent with the manufacturer’s recommended curing 

time of 15 min.  To be on the safe side, a curing time of 30 min was used to cure our coatings.   
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Figure 2.9 ATR-IR spectra of a P1/BI sample that contained an excess of BI and was cured at 150 °C for 

various times. 

 

 

2.3.9 Coating Property Evolution During Curing   

The water contact angles (WCAs) and sliding angles (WSAs) on P1/BI coating samples and the 

coating’s hardness were measured after the coatings had been cured for different times at 150 °C and the 

data are presented in Fig. 2.10.  Both the WCAs of 5 µL droplets and WSAs of 30 µL droplets were 

measured as quickly as possible (within 1 min) after the droplets were dispensed onto the coatings. 
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Figure 2.10 Variation of water contact angles (WCAs) and water slide angles (WSAs) on P1/BI coating 

samples cured at 150 °C for various times.  Also shown is the coating hardness evolution during this 

process. 

 

 

A close examination of Fig. 2.10 revealed several trends.  First, 30 µL water droplets could not slide 

off the coatings that had been cured for 5 min or less.  The WSAs decreased rapidly for coatings as their 

curing times were increased from 10 to 20 min and the rate of decrease was substantially reduced between 

20 and 30 min.  Second, the WCAs increased as coatings’ curing time was extended.  Third, the variations 

or errors in the measured WCAs were large for coatings that were cured for 10 min or less and decreased 

for samples that were cured for 15 min or more.   

Water could not cleanly slide off coatings that were cured for 5 min or less because these samples 

contained too many polar hydroxyl and AA groups that pinned the water droplets.  Moreover, PDMS could 

readily retreat into the coating matrix that was not properly crosslinked, exposing the polar hydroxyl and 

AA groups to water.  As the degree of crosslinking increased, both the number of these polar groups and 

the rate of the surface reconstruction decreased.  Thus, the WSAs should have decreased as the curing time 
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increased.  The reductions in the number of polar groups and the surface reconstruction rate should also 

explain why the WCAs increased with prolonged sample curing time.  

The reduction in the variation of the measured WCAs for a given sample at longer curing times can 

again be attributed to the diminished surface reconstruction rate.  Since the WCA could not be measured 

immediately after the application of a water droplet, the reduced propensity for surface reconstruction 

should yield more consistent WCA readings for the samples that were cured for longer times.    

We further measured following ISO Protocol 15184 the hardness of coatings cured for different times 

using a series of pencils with the increasing hardness scale of 9B, 8B, 7B, 6B, 6B, 5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, 

F, H, 2H, 3H, 4H, 5H, 6H, 7H, 8H, and 9H.  Fig. 2.10 shows that the coating hardness increased as the 

curing time was extended and samples cured for 30 min had a hardness of 3H, which corresponded to a 

Martens hardness of ~ 500 MPa.46  This increased hardness with curing time was again a direct consequence 

of the gradual increase in the sample’s crosslinking density. 

We also tested the extent to which marker ink contracted when it was applied onto coating samples 

that were cured for various durations, as shown in Fig. 2.11.  The ink contracting capability emerged only 

for samples that were cured for at least 10 min.  This performance improved with further sample curing 

from 10 to 20 min.  However, no significant difference was noticed between samples that had been cured 

for 20 and 30 min, respectively.  The need for sufficient crosslinking to obtain this ink contraction 

performance was consistent with prior findings.23, 26  
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Figure 2.11 Photographs showing marker ink traces left on P1/BI coating samples that had been cured at 

150 °C for different times. 

 

 

2.3.10 Optical Transparency and Coating Internal Structure   

Obtaining highly transparent coatings from waterborne precursors initially presented a challenge.  

When only water was used as the solvent, inter-particle polymer diffusion after water evaporation was 

probably slow and the resultant coatings were somewhat cloudy and uneven.  Clear and smooth coatings 

were obtained only after 5.0 vol% of the high-boiling-point dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether was used 

as a co-solvent with water.  Our hypothesis was that the retention of this solvent after water evaporation 

helped plasticize the polymers and facilitated interparticle chain mixing.  With this in mind, we intentionally 

facilitated this chain mixing by incorporating some BA units into P1 and P1-0 to lower the glass transition 

temperatures of the polyol backbone of P1 and P1-0.   
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Figure 2.12 Variations in the transmittance values at 500 nm of P1 and/or P1-0-based coatings as a 

function of their coating thickness.  From top to bottom, the PDMS content in the coatings increased from 

0 (F1) to 4.8 (F5), 7.3 (F6), and 9.7 wt % (F2). 

 

 

Coatings prepared using the optimized coating conditions and polyol design were optically clear.  Fig. 

2.12 shows how the transmittance values (measured at 500 nm) of coatings containing different amounts 

of PDMS varied with their thickness.  All of the coatings were highly transparent and even the sample that 

contained 9.7 wt % of PDMS and was 42 µm thick had a transmittance value of 95%.  This high optical 

clarity should be a direct consequence of our polyol-g-PDMS design that prevented macrophase segregation 

from occurring between the PDMS and the coating matrix. 

The absence of a macrophase separation was confirmed by an atomic force microscopic (AFM) study 

of the P1/P1-0/BI coatings containing 4.8, 7.3, and 9.7 wt % of PDMS.  Figure 2.13 shows cross-sectional 

AFM phase images of these samples.  As mentioned previously,25 PDMS domains would appear as “holes” 

in these images for two probable reasons.  First, PDMS would escape from their hosting nanopools to cover 

as much of the coating surface as possible (Figure 2.1).  Second, the liquid-like PDMS domains offered 
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little resistance against the penetration by an AFM tip.  The coatings were highly transparent because the 

diameters of the PDMS domains were all smaller than 30 nm and thus were too small to scatter much light.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 AFM cross-sectional phase images of coatings containing (a) 4.8, (b) 7.3, and (c) 9.7 wt % of 

PDMS. 

 

 

2.3.11 Anti-Smudge Properties   

The clear and smooth coatings prepared under optimized conditions had anti-smudge properties that 

were similar to those exhibited by solvent-borne NP-GLIDE PU and epoxy coatings that we have been 

reported previously.23, 25  Table 2.6 shows the static CAs and SAs of five solvents measured on coatings 

containing 4.8, 7.3, and 9.7 wt % of PDMS.  It should be noted that 5 μL droplets were used to obtain all 

of the data except for the WSAs, which were measured using 15 μL droplets.  One prominent feature 

observed from the data was that the NP-GLIDE coatings exhibited superior oil sliding properties.  This 

behavior may have occurred because these oils swelled the grafted PDMS layer on the surface and 

consequently the surface had a minimal frictional or pinning force for the test liquids above it.  Other CA 

and SA variation trends, decline with the decrease in the surface tensions of the test liquids, were consistent 

with multiple reports in the literature.24, 25  Instead of describing and justifying all of these trends, we refer 

interested readers to references 24 and 25 for a detailed description and explanation of the other trends.   
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Table 2.6 Static contact angles and sliding angles of various probe liquids on coatings bearing different 

weight fractions of PDMS. 

 

 

Liquid 

 

 

  

Surface 

tension at 

20 °C 

(mN/m) a 

 4.8 wt % 

 PDMS 

 7.3 wt %  

PDMS 

 9.7 wt %  

PDMS 

  CA 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

 CA 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

 CA 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

Diiodometh-

ane 

 50.8  75 ± 1 8 ± 1  76 ± 1 6 ± 1  77 ± 1 5 ± 1 

Hexadecane  27.5  31 ± 1 3 ± 1  31 ± 1 3 ± 1  32 ± 1 2 ± 1 

Dodecane  25.4  18 ± 1 2 ± 1  18 ± 1 2 ± 1  18 ± 1 2 ± 1 

Decane  23.8  10 ± 1 2 ± 1  11 ± 1 1 ± 1  13 ± 1 1 ± 1 

Water  72.8  102 ±1 43 ± 2  102 ± 2 40 ± 2  104 ± 1 37 ± 2 

a Obtained from the Landolt−Börnstein Database. 

 

 

A drawback of the NP-GLIDE coatings is their mediocre water sliding performance.  This deficiency 

was previously attributed to the incomplete coverage of the coating surface by PDMS.  With this in mind, 

we attempted to enhance the surface coverage of PDMS by increasing the bulk PDMS content from 4.8 to 

9.7 wt %.  However, this measure only decreased the WSA from 43 ± 2 ° to 37 ± 2 °.  This small decrease 

suggested that a saturated surface coverage had been achieved and was almost reached by the coating even 

at a bulk PDMS content of only 4.8 wt % due to the surface stratification of the polyol-g-PDMS chains.  

The surface enrichment by P1 for this sample was confirmed by its high surface silicon atomic abundance 

of 9.4%, which was determined via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure 2.14).  This value was much 

higher than the atomic abundance of 1.7 % that had been calculated for a sample that was not surface-

enriched with PDMS but lower than the value of 25.0 % expected of neat PDMS.  We have argued 

previously that the upper limit for the PDMS content on the surface of a NP-GLIDE coating was determined 

by the relative volumes of the PDMS side-chains and the polyol backbone in a P1 molecule and could not 
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reach 100 % because the polyol backbone would compete for surface sites as well.  One strategy to promote 

the surface coverage by PDMS was to infuse some free silicone oil into an NP-GLIDE coating.  Using 

formulation F7 prepared from P1/BI/silicone oils that had a total silicone mass fraction of 10.6 wt % but 

only 10.0 wt % free silicone oil among the grafted PDMS and free silicone, we decreased the WSA further 

down to 31 ± 2 °.  This WSA can in principle be further decreased by infusing more silicone oil.  

  

 

Figure 2.14 XPS spectrum measured for a P1/P1-0/BI sample containing 4.8 wt % PDMS. 

 

 

Figure 2.15a and Figure 2.15b provide photographs demonstrating the clean sliding behavior of liquid 

droplets on the waterborne coatings.  The coating samples that we used contained 7.3 wt % of PDMS.  Both 

dyed water and hexadecane droplets readily slid down these coatings without leaving a visible trace behind.  

In contrast, the liquids would have left behind contaminated traces or trails on uncoated glass plates. 
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Figure 2.15 Snapshots showing the sliding of a) a dyed water droplet and b) a dyed hexadecane droplet 

on a coating containing 7.3 wt % PDMS.  c) Snapshots showing the contraction of a sprayed commercial 

red paint on a coated glass plate and the retention of this paint’s spread state on an uncoated plate. 

 

 

Figure 2.15c compares what happened after a red commercial paint was aero-sprayed onto glass plates 

that were and were not coated by the above-mentioned formulation.  On the uncoated glass, the aero-sprayed 

paint did not contract and dried to form a uniform layer.  In contrast, the paint that was applied onto the 

coated plate contracted, yielding a plate that was mostly free of the paint.  Thus, the coating has potential 

for anti-graffiti applications.    

An even tougher anti-smudge test was conducted to determine whether a coating could withstand 

multiple marker writing and erasing cycles.  In such a test, ink was applied with a marker onto a coating 

and then erased with tissue paper.  Our coatings could readily withstand 30 of these writing and erasing 

cycles without exhibiting any noticeable deterioration of performance.  Thus, the coatings had superior and 

durable anti-smudge properties. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

A series of polyol-g-PDMS samples have been synthesized and tested with a blocked polyisocyanate 

to establish a superior waterborne anti-smudge NP-GLIDE formulation.  The synthesized polyol-g-PDMS 

graft copolymers bore anionic deprotonated AA (P1), neutral OEGMA (P2), and cationic protonated 

DMAEMA (P3) units in their water-dispersible polyol backbones.  All of the copolymers had a PDMS 

content of 20 wt %.  While only 10.0 wt % of AA or DMAEMA units were required to disperse P1 or P3 

into water, 40 wt % of OEGMA was needed to disperse P2 into water.  The polymers could also readily 

disperse a water-insoluble triisocyanate bearing isocyanate groups that were protected by methyl ethyl 

ketone oxime into water.  The casting of the P1/BI combination in an aqueous solution containing 5.0 vol% 

of dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether yielded coatings with the best water sliding performance.  This 

result can be attributed to the use of a low mass fraction of the polar AA groups in the P1 polymer and the 

eventual consumption of these groups via a reaction with the isocyanate moieties during the curing process.  

The general conclusion of this systematic study is that future NP-GLIDE coatings should be formulated 

with precursors that leave only a small amount of or no polar residues behind after the curing treatment to 

ensure their superior water repellency.   

Various aspects of the coating formation process have been examined.  Our DLS analysis revealed 

that P1 formed micelles in water.  Both P1 and P1-0, the polyol that resembled the polyol backbone of P1, 

readily dispersed BI in water.  The casted P1/BI or P1/P1-0/BI mixtures could be readily cured at 150 °C 

in 30 min.  The curing process was monitored with ATR-IR spectroscopy and the final coating properties 

which were evaluated through WCA and WSA measurements, hardness testing, and ink contracting 

capability.  

Our waterborne cured P1/BI or P1/P1-0/BI coatings exhibited anti-smudge properties that were 

comparable with those of solvent-based NP-GLIDE PU formulations. In other words, both water and 

various organic liquids easily slid off of the coatings surface without leaving a trace.  Thus, we have 

successfully developed a green process for the preparation of NP-GLIDE PU coatings.  Since P1 can be 
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readily prepared via a simple free radical polymerization and BI is commercially available, we anticipate 

that the coatings prepared via this approach will have numerous practical applications ranging from graffiti 

resistant films to automotive paints.  Furthermore, these coatings may also be applied to a range of different 

substrates due to the adhesion of polyurethane to many different surfaces.  Thus, they may also be useful 

as transparent coatings for windows, camera lenses and displays.    

 

 

2.5 Notes and References 

The main work described in this chapter has been published as: 

Huang, S., Liu, G.,* Hu, H., Wang, J., Zhang, K., and Buddingh, J. “Water-based anti-smudge NP-GLIDE 

polyurethane coatings”, Chem. Eng. J. 2018, 351, 210-220. 
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Chapter 3 

Water-Based Formulations for Robust Superhydrophobic Fabrics 

3.1 Introduction 

Superhydrophobic fabrics (SFs with water contact angles (WCAs) > 150 ° and water shedding angles 

(WSAs) < 10 °) have attracted much interest.1-7  They have applications as self-cleaning materials,8-10 in 

oil-water separation,11-19 and in fouling resistance.20 

Researchers have drawn inspiration from natural anti-wetting surfaces such as lotus leaves21 and water 

strider legs22 in their quest for SFs.23  Usually, hierarchical roughness (consisting of both microstructures 

and nanostructures) and low-surface-energy components are key for achieving superhydrophobic 

surfaces.24-26  Cotton fabrics are suitable substrates for liquid-repellent surfaces due to their inherent micro-

size roughness.  Various methods such as dip-coating,12 chemical bath deposition,27 and in situ growth 

processing13 have been developed for constructing superhydrophobic fabrics.   

Despite the utilization of different approaches to fabricate SFs, current methods still suffer from 

drawbacks such as long reaction times, tedious and complex procedures, and poor laundering durability of 

the final coated fabric.  Moreover, organic solvents such as acetone, dimethylformamide (DMF) or 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) are typically required to disperse the hydrophobic moieties, and thus the overall 

process is not environmentally friendly.28  Organic solvents are required because it is difficult to disperse 

the low-surface-energy hydrophobic moieties into water.2  The incorporation of hydrophilic moieties to 

enable the formation of an aqueous stable dispersion from coating precursors may compromise the 

superhydrophobicity of the resultant coating.2, 5 

While there have been quite some reports on water-borne formulations for superhydrophobic 

surfaces,29-32 publications on the preparation of SFs via aqueous coating protocols are limited.5, 33-40  For 

example, Bayer et al. reported on a superomniphobic coating prepared on metal surfaces from spraying an 

aqueous dispersion of hydrophilic silica nanoparticles and a fluoroacrylic polymer.29  This method would 
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not work on fabrics because the substrate (metal) needed to be heated above 300 ℃ during the coating 

spray process and most fabrics would not be stable at such high temperatures.  Lin and coworkers prepared 

durable superomniphobic surfaces including superomniphobic fabrics via a waterborne formulation 

composing of hydrophobic nanoparticles, a fluorinated alkyl silane, and a fluorocarbon surfactant.  While 

the coating was durable against physical damage, the use of fluorinated agents was a concern.2  Lu and 

coworkers prepared superhydrophobic fabrics by coating cotton fibers with a binary grafted polymer 

bearing hydrophilic oligo (ethylene glycol) and hydrophobic fluorinated side chains.37  However, the 

polymer was difficult to synthesize and the durability of the coating was questionable because the polymer 

was not covalently attached to the fibers.  Cai and coworkers coated cotton textiles with aqueous silica sols 

to yield SFs.41  One may again question the durability of the coating because of lack of stable bonds between 

the silica nanoparticles and cotton.  We have previously reported on the fabrication of superomniphobic 

fabric by covalently grafting a diblock copolymer poly(2-perfluorooctylethyl acrylate)-block-poly(glycidyl 

methacrylate-random-methoxy oligoethyleneglycolyl methacrylate) [PFOEA-b-P(GMA-r-mOEGMA)] 

dispersed in water on fiber surfaces.33  The technology has not been implemented for practical applications 

because the polymer was difficult to synthesize and expensive.   

NP-GLIDE coatings that contained in their matrices nanopools of a grafted lubricating ingredient for 

dewetting enablement42-46 had superior water and oil repellency after their application on flat substrates.  

To prepare an NP-GLIDE polyurethane (PU) coating, for example, a graft (g) copolymer consisting of a 

polyol backbone and one or more side chains of a low-surface-tension liquid polymer such as poly(dimethyl 

siloxane) (PDMS) was first prepared by free radical polymerization.  The graft copolymer polyol-g-PDMS 

was then cured together with unmodified polyol and a polyisocynate to yield an NP-GLIDE coating.  Here 

PDMS did not macrophase-separate from the PU matrix but formed nanopools with sizes smaller than ~ 30 

nm because it was covalently attached to the PU-forming precursor polyol.  The coating gained its desired 

dynamic de-wetting properties that involved the clean sliding of test liquids and shrinkage of ink and paint 

traces on it because the low-surface-tension PDMS would self-enrich on the coating’s surface to form a 
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monolayer and the monolayer converted the surface of a solid coating into a liquid-like one.  NP-GLIDE 

coatings have been prepared so far from not only solvent-based but also water-based formulations.47  

Since precursors for NP-GLIDE PU coatings were either commercially available or could be readily 

prepared and their formulations could be water-borne, we decided to use analogous formulations for NP-

GLIDE coatings to coat textiles to yield SFs (Figure 3.1a).  Specifically, the coating was prepared from 

P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS (Figure 3.1b) and a waterborne blocked isocyanate (WBI, Figure 3.1c).  Here P(AA-

HEA)-g-PDMS was a graft (g) copolymer prepared from the free radical copolymerization of acrylic acid 

(AA), 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), and monomethacryloxypropyl terminated poly(dimethyl siloxane) 

(PDMS-MA).  The WBI was used because it could be dispersed together with P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS in 

water and stored for several months without precipitation or decomposition.  HEA and AA were used to 

form the polyol backbone for P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS to ensure that the copolymer could disperse in water.  

More importantly, these groups would later be consumed via reactions with the isocyanate groups that were 

released from WBI at high temperatures after water had evaporated.  Thus, the hydrophilic moieties not 

only served initially to disperse the hydrophobic moieties but also were consumed later to create a 

crosslinked polyurethane coating around fibers.  The hydrophilic moieties had no detrimental effect on the 

hydrophobicity of the final coating.  We further speculated that the released isocyanate groups could also 

react with the cellulose hydroxyl groups on the fiber surfaces and the HEA and AA units in the coating 

matrix, covalently linking the coating and the fibers (Figure 3.1d).  The low-surface-tension (19.8 mN/m) 

PDMS rather than a fluorinated agent was used as the hydrophobic agent due to its environmental 

friendliness.  PDMS-MA macromers with various molecular weights (number-average molecular weight 

Mn = 0.7, 5.0, and 10.0 kDa) were used mainly to investigate the effect of varying PDMS chain length on 

the hydrophobicity of the resultant fabric. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic for coating deposition and coating structure.  Also shown are the chemical 

strucures for (b) P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS and (c) waterborne blocked isocyanate (WBI) as well as possible 

bonds between P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS and a fabric fiber. 

 

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials 

A fabric (65 % polyester and 35 % cotton) was purchased from a local store and extracted with 

chloroform prior to use.  Inhibitors were removed from acrylic acid (AA, 98 %) and 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate 

(HEA, Aldrich, 96 %) via passing through a neutral alumina column.  Samples of polydimethylsiloxane 

chains that were terminated at one end with a methacryloxypropyl group (PDMS-MA) were purchased 

from Gelest and possessed the number average molecular weights Mn of 600-800, 5 × 103, and 10 × 103 Da, 

respectively.  These samples were purified via filtration through basic alumina columns.  

Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, Aldrich, 99 %) was recrystallized twice from ethanol prior to use.  

Meanwhile, tetrahydrofuran (THF, Fisher) was distilled to remove the inhibitor.  Pyridine (Aldrich, 99 %) 

was refluxed with calcium hydride for 2 h before undergoing distillation.  1-Dodecanethiol (Aldrich, 
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98.0 %), triethylamine (Aldrich, 99.5 %), acetic anhydride (Aldrich, 99 %), methanol (Aldrich, 99.8 %), 

tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution (Sigma Aldrich, 1.0 M in methanol) and N,N′-dimethylformamide 

(DMF, Caledon, 99.8 %) were used as received. 

3.2.2 Preparation of P(AA-co-HEA-co-PDMS-MA)   

The random copolymers were synthesized via free radical polymerization.  Various monomers, the 

thermal initiator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), and THF were added into a 100 mL round bottom flask 

following the protocols given in Table 3.1.  After the solution was purged with nitrogen for 20 min, the 

flask was heated at 65 °C for 72 h until no monomers could be detected by NMR.  The final random 

copolymer was obtained via rotary evaporation at 60 °C.  1H NMR spectra of P1, P2 and P3 (CD3Cl, at 300 

MHz and 298 K): δ 4.40-4.10 (br, -CO2CH2, HEA), 3.80 (br, -CH2OH of HEA), 0-0.5 (br, 6H, CH3 of 

PDMS) ppm. 

 

Table 3.1 Protocols used to synthesize P1, P2, and P3. 

Sample PDMS-MA 

Mn (Da) 

AIB

N(g) 

AA 

(mL) 

HEA 

(mL) 

PDMS-MA 

(mL) 

Dodecanethio

l 

(μL) 

THF 

(mL) 

P1 600-800 0.05

6 

0.70 1.46 5.32 40 50 

P2 5 × 103 0.05

6 

0.70 1.46 5.32 40 50 

P3 10 × 103 0.05

6 

0.70 1.46 5.32 40 50 

 

 

3.2.3 Derivatization of P1, P2 and P3 for Size Exclusion Chromatography Analysis   

 

Samples of P1, P2 and P3 did not exhibit any signals after their injection into our size exclusion 

chromatograph (SEC), probably due to the sample sorption by the column packing material.  Thus, the 

HEA units of the polymers were derivatived via acetylation and the AA groups underwent methylation 

prior to SEC analysis.  To acetylate a sample, it was dissolved in anhydrous THF at 50 mg/mL together 
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with pyridine at a 2:1 pyridine to -HEA groups molar ratio.  Two molar equivalents of acetic anhydride 

relative to -HEA groups were then added and the mixture was left stirring at room temperature for 24 h.  

The final mixture was dialyzed against THF overnight to remove the impurities and the product was 

obtained after evaporation of the solvent.  

The acetylated polymer was dissolved at 100.0 mg/mL in DMF and THF at a volume ratio of 1/1 to 

methylate the AA groups.  Iodomethane and 1.0 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide in methanol were added 

subsequently.  The molar ratios of iodomethane and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide relative to AA groups 

were kept at 2:1 and 1:1, respectively.  The mixture was stirred for 48 h in the dark at room temperature 

before the polymer was precipitated from water.  The collected sample was then dried under vacuum.  The 

full methylation was confirmed by 1H NMR analysis of the polymer in DMSO-d6, which revealed the 

disappearance of the characteristic AA carboxyl proton between 12.00 and 12.50 ppm.  

3.2.4 Fabric Coating Process 

The fabric coating procedure was performed by initially dissolving P1, P2, or P3 and triethylamine at 

one molar equivalent relative to the copolymer’s AA groups in THF to obtain a homogeneous solution.  

Water was then added dropwise to induce micellization.  This was followed by the removal of the THF by 

rotary evaporation prior to the addition of the waterborne blocked isocyanate.  Subsequently, fabric samples 

were immersed into the micellar solution for 5 min to allow the micelles and crosslinker (WBI) to permeate 

the fabric.  After fabric withdrawal, they were dried in an oven at 50 °C under a gentle nitrogen flow for 2 

h and annealed at 100 °C for 15 min.  The coating was finally cured at 150 °C for pre-designated time 

periods.  To remove the noncrosslinked polymer chains that were not firmly attached to the fabrics, the 

coated samples were extracted in THF at 60 °C for 30 min before they were dried at 120 °C for 15 min 

prior to storage or characterization. 

The hydrophilic groups such as -AA and -HEA can adversely affect the anti-wetting properties of 

superhydrophobic fabric.  Therefore, the molar ratio of -NCO with regards to the sum of -AA and -HEA 

will have a critical influence on the final hydrophobicity.  With a polymer concentration of 30.0 mg/mL 
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and curing time of 30 min, the molar ratio of -NCO with the sum of the -AA and -HEA groups was 

incrementally changed from 1.0:1.0 to 2.0:1.0 accordingly, with the use of the molar ratios 1.0:1.0, 1.2:1.0, 

1.4:1.0, 1.6:1.0, 1.8:1.0, and 2.0:1.0. 

To investigate the effect of the curing time on the stability of the coating layer, different curing times 

ranging from 5 to 30 min (varying in 5 min increments) were used while the polymer concentration was set 

at 30.0 mg/mL and the molar ratio between the -NCO groups and the sum of the -AA and -HEA groups 

was set at 1.6:1.0. 

In order to investigate the effect of the polymer concentration on the anti-wetting properties of fabric, 

the polymer concentrations were varied from 10.0 to 50.0 mg/mL (in 10 mg/mL increments).  Meanwhile, 

the other factors such as the curing time (20 min) and the ratio between the -NCO groups and the sum of 

the -AA and -HEA groups (1.6:1.0) remained fixed.  With further decreases in the curing time, the reaction 

temperature was increased to 180 °C with the other factors such as the ratio between the -NCO groups and 

the sum of the -AA and -HEA groups (1.6:1.0) and polymer concentration (30.0 mg/mL) remaining fixed.   

3.2.5 AFM Analysis 

P3-coated fibers were embedded and microtomed and a cross-sectioned sample was then used for AFM 

analysis.  To embed a coated fiber thread, Embed 812 (5.0 mL), Araldite 502 (3.0 mL), DDSA (11.0 mL), 

and DMP-30 (0.30 mL) were mixed and heated at 60 °C for 1 h.  A stripe of this pre-heated epoxy mixture 

was dispensed on a thread that was taken out of a P3-coated fabric sample and was flattened on a glass slide.  

This was followed by heating the glass plate in a 60 °C oven for ~ 8 h.  The solidified resin containing the 

fiber thread was detached from the glass slide and left standing in an embedding capsule.  The space 

surrounding the thread-containing epoxy column was filled with the afore-mentioned preheated epoxy 

mixture before the capsule was left in the 60 °C oven for 8 h.  The cured epoxy resin was freed from the 

capsule and shaped before it was microtomed to yield layers that was ~ 200 nm thick.  The thin sections 

were analyzed by AFM and SEM. 

3.2.6 Stability of the Superhydrophobic Fabrics   
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3.2.6.1 Simulated Washing Tests 

The stability of the coating was evaluated under simulated laundering conditions.  The conditions 

involved stirring coated fabric samples at 300 rpm and 50 °C for 15 min in an aqueous solution containing 

0.16 wt % of a Sunlight (liquid) brand laundry detergent.28, 48, 49  The samples were then rinsed with distilled 

water, stirred in 50 mL of water for 15 min and then stirred in THF at room temperature for an additional 

15 min.  The samples were subsequently dried in air for 10 min and in an oven at 120 °C for another 30 

min before WCAs and WSAs were measured to evaluate the status of the coating.  This entire process was 

considered as a simulated laundering cycle. 

3.2.6.2 Real Laundering Tests  

The coated fabric samples were washed in a Huebsch commercial washer individually for 30 min with 

the washing temperature set at “hot”.   

3.2.6.3 Abrasion Durability 

The abrasion tests were performed via a literature method.50  The surface of the SF was artificially 

damaged by sandpaper using the apparatus shown in Figure 3.2.  In particular, the SF samples were placed 

beneath a standard 100 g weight (with a diameter of ~ 2.2 cm) and above sandpaper (1000 mesh, 22.8 cm 

× 27.9 cm, 3M).  The pressure exerted on the fabrics was 2.6 kPa.  An individual cycle corresponded to the 

motion of the SF and the weight back and forth for a distance of ~ 20 cm in one direction at a speed of 5 

cm s-1.  The WCAs and WSAs of the fabric samples were measured after numerous abrasion cycles. 
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Figure 3.2 Images of the apparatus used for the abrasion test on the superhydrophobic fabric with 

sandpaper. 

 

 

3.2.6.4 Immersion into Aqueous Acid and Base Solutions 

The chemical durability was evaluated by immersing the fabric samples into acidic and alkaline 

aqueous solutions with pH=1.0 and pH =12.0, respectively.  The fabric samples were fully immersed in 

these solutions for 24 h at room temperature.  Subsequently, the samples were rinsed with distilled water 

and dried in an oven at 110 °C for 1 h.  The changes in the wettability were then recorded via WCA and 

WSA measurements.  

3.2.6.5 UV Stability 

The SFs were placed at a distance of ~ 10 cm from the light source of an ultraviolet lamp.  This lamp 

was equipped with a 500 W Hg-lamp source.  The wetting properties were measured for various time 

periods after the UV irradiation.51 

3.2.6.6 Finger Touching 

The stability of SFs was further evaluated by finger touching.  The variations of WCA were recorded 

after 30 s of finger touching. 

3.2.7 Characterization Techniques 

The compositions and molecular weight distributions of the polymers were analyzed by NMR and 

SEC, respectively.  1H NMR spectra were recorded by a Bruker Advance-300 instrument, with chloroform-
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d (CDCl3) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6) used as the solvents.  Meanwhile, SEC analysis was 

performed using a Wyatt system that incorporated an Optilab rEX refractive index (RI) detector.  The SEC 

system was equipped with three columns (MZ-Gel SDplus) that were packed with beads with the nominal 

pore sizes of 500,10,000 and 100000 Å.  Chloroform containing 2.5 vol% trimethylamine was used as the 

eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min.  Narrowly dispersed polystyrene (PS) standards were used to calibrate 

the SEC system.   

Water contact angles (WCAs) and water shedding angle (WSAs) were measured using a Dataphysics 

OCA 15Pro optical contact angle measure system.  The water shedding angles were obtained via previously 

reported procedures.52  Specifically, the reported WCAs and WSAs represented the average of values 

measured at five different locations on a coated sample.  The water droplet volumes used for the WCA and 

WSA measurements were 5.0 and 15.0 μL, respectively.   

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed using a Thermo Instruments 

Microlab 310F surface analysis system (Hastings, U.K.).   

A dynamic light scattering (DLS) study was performed to gain insight into the association state of P1, 

P2 and P3 in water.  All three samples were diluted from an initial 30.0 mg/mL micellar dispersion in water 

to 1.0 mg/mL prior to characterization via DLS.    

Attenuated total reflectance infrared (ATR-IR) analysis was performed to compare the uncoated fabric 

and P3-coated fabric using an Alpha-Bruker instrument. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Polymer Synthesis and Characterization 

P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS copolymers were synthesized via free radical copolymerization using 1-

dodecanethiol as the chain transfer agent to adjust the molecular weights of the final copolymers.  Long 

reaction times were used to ensure the complete conversion of monomers, which would be desirable in an 

industrial process.  While the final copolymers thus produced had compositions as defined by monomer 
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feed ratios, composition heterogeneities could have existed from chain to chain.  Despite this non-ideality, 

superhydrophobic fabrics were obtained as will be discussed later.  According to monomer feed ratios, the 

mass fractions of AA, HEA, and PDMS-MA were 10.0 wt %, 20.0 wt %, and 70.0 wt % for the three 

copolymers P1, P2 and P3 that had the PMDS-MA macromer molecular weights of 0.7, 5.0, and 10.0 kDa, 

respectively (Table 3.1).   

For characterization of the polymers by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), P1-P3 were first reacted 

with acetic anhydride to acetylate the HEA hydroxyl groups.  The AA groups were then methylated using 

iodomethane.  The polar groups were capped before SEC analysis because the polymers could not be eluted 

out of the columns before these treatments presumably due to the absorption of the polymers by the column 

packing materials.  The SEC traces and NMR spectra for P1, P2 and P3 were shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 (a) SEC traces of P1, P2 and P3. (b) 1H NMR spectra of P1, P2 and P3. 

 

The SEC characterization results for P1-P3 were summarized in Table 3.2.  The polydispersity indices 

of the produced copolymers were surprisingly low probably because of low polydispersities of the PDMS-

MA macromers used and the low molecular weights of the P(AA-HEA) backbones.53  
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Table 3.2 SEC Characterization Results for P1, P2 and P3. 

Sample 
SEC Mn × 10-4 

(g/mol) 
SEC Mw/Mn 

P1 2.3 1.53 

P2 2.4 1.24 

P3 3.6 1.30 

 

3.3.2 Waterborne Blocked Isocyanate (WBI) 

The structure of the commercial waterborne blocked isocyanate (WBI) was shown in Figure 3.1c.  The 

WBI was dispersible in water due to salt formation from its carboxyl group with dimethylethanolamine 

(DMEA).  At temperatures higher than the boiling point of 133 ℃ for DMEA, DMEA should evaporate 

and the residual carboxyl group should react further with a deblocked isocyanate group to form an amide 

bond, which is accompanied by the release of carbon dioxide.54, 55  The isocyanate groups were blocked 

with 3,5-dimethylpyrazole to enhance their water stability and prevent them from undergoing reactions 

with water.  However, the blocking groups were removed when the temperature exceeded 120 ℃.56, 57  The 

free isocyanate groups subsequently underwent crosslinking with the hydroxyl groups and carboxyl groups 

of the P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS as well as with the fabric-based hydroxyl groups.  According to the supplier 

of WBI, the complete curing of polyol with WBI occurs within ~ 13 min at 150 ℃.  The curing time could 

be further reduced with increases in the temperature. 

3.3.3 Preparation of the SFs 

A coating solution was prepared by first dispersing P1, P2, or P3 into water to form a colloidal solution.  

A photograph of the colloidal solutions was shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Photograph of micellar dispersions based on P1, P2 and P3 in water (concentration = 30.0 

mg/mL). 

 

 

 Table 3.3 gave the hydrodynamic diameters dh and polydispersity of the colloids determined by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS).  As the length of the hydrophobic PDMS side chain increased, dh increased.  

In every case, the sample polydispersity was high, probably due to the large compositional heterogeneity 

of the polymer and thus the wide size distribution of micellar particles.  The second step involved adding 

the latent crosslinker WBI into the formed micellar solution.   

 

Table 3.3 Summary of the DLS data obtained for various samples prepared in water. 

Sample Diameter (nm) Polydispersity 

P1 in water 33 ± 3 0.22 ± 0.02 

P2 in water 67 ± 2 0.20 ± 0.02 

P3 in water 84 ± 4 0.21 ± 0.04 

 

 

Fabric coating involved first soaking a fabric in a coating solution for 5 min.  The imbibed fabric was 

then withdrawn and the water was evaporated at 50 °C under a gentle nitrogen flow.  We imagined that the 

graft copolymer micelles and WBI spread onto the fibers as water evaporated due to the affinity of the 

corona chains of the micelles and WBI for the hydrophilic fibers.  It was only during the later stages of 

water evaporation that PDMS emerged from the micellar cores and self-enriched on the coating’s surface 
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to reduce the surface energy of the system.  As will be discussed later, the thickness of the deposited 

polymer layer on the fibers was about 220 nm.  Thus, the coating did not have a simple bilayer consisting 

of a surface PDMS layer and an underlying polyol layer.  Rather, the coating possessed a matrix made of 

AA, HEA, and WBI surrounding the worm-like structure of PDMS (Figure 3.1a), a conclusion supported 

by the mass fraction of 20 % for PDMS in the coating formulations.  Further, the matrix got crosslinked 

only during the heating stage when the coated fabric was placed in either a 150 °C or 180 °C oven.  We 

removed uncrosslinked polymer in the last step by stirring the coated fabric in THF.  

3.3.4 Fabric Characteristics 

Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show SEM images of the used fabric, which consisted of 65 % polyester and 

35 % cotton.  The fiber cross-sections were not perfectly cylindrical.  A detailed analysis of many SEM 

images revealed that the fibers had lateral width of ~ 16 µm.   

 

 

Figure 3.5 SEM images of (a and b) uncoated fabric. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 shows the SEM images of surfaces of P1, P2 and P3 coated fabrics.  The coating surface of 

P1, P2 and P3 were smooth and similar with the surfaces of uncoated fabrics.  
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Figure 3.6 SEM images of P1 (a), P2 (b) and P3 (c) coated fabric. 

 

 

3.3.5 Coating Process Optimization 

The preparation of robust superhydrophobic fabric samples involved the optimization of the coating 

process parameters, which included the concentration of the coating polymer solution, the coating curing 

temperature and time, the molar ratio between the protected isocyanate groups and the sum of hydroxyl and 

carboxyl groups, -NCO:(HEA+AA), as well as the molecular weight of PDMS.  Our systematic study 

eventually established that P3 among P1-P3 rendered coatings with the highest water contact angles WCAs 

and lowest water shedding angles WSAs.  Further, the molar ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA) should exceed 1.60 

and the coating solution concentration should be higher than 30.0 mg/mL.  At the curing temperature of 

150 ℃, the curing time should be longer than 20 min.   

To optimize the molar ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA), we fixed the P3 coating solution concentration to 30.0 

mg/mL and the curing time at 150 ℃ to 20 min.  Figure 3.7a shows how the WCAs (measured using 5.0-

μL water droplets) and WSAs (measured using 15-μL water droplets) varied with the molar 

ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA).  The WCAs and WSAs initially increased and decreased with the molar ratio -

NCO:(HEA+AA), respectively, and plateaued only when the ratio exceeded 1.60.  
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Figure 3.7 Variations in the WCAs and WSAs on fabric swatches that were coated by P3 under the 

otherwise standard conditions except when (a) the molar ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA), (b) the curing time at 

150 ℃, and (c) the P3 colloidal solution concentration was changed. 

 

 

Better WCAs and WSAs were obtained only after the molar ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA) exceeded 1.60 

rather than 1.00 presumably because the hydroxyl groups on the fabric surfaces also reacted with the 

isocyanate groups.  According to Figure 3.1d, the simultaneous reactions of the different isocyanate groups 

of one WBI molecule with the fiber surface hydroxyl groups and the HEA or AA unit(s) in the coating 

matrix created covalent links between the coating and the fibers, which should improve the durability of 

the coating. 

 To determine the minimal curing time required at 150 ℃, the fabric was coated at the P3 concentration 

of 30.0 mg/mL and the molar ratio -NCO:(HEA+AA) held at 1.60.  Figure 3.7b showed how the WCAs 

and WSAs on the cured fabric samples after their extraction in THF and drying varied with the coating 

curing time.  The WCAs and WSAs plateaued above the curing time of 20 min, which was the curing time 

used for all the other samples to be discussed hereon unless mentioned otherwise.  We additionally 

discovered that a curing time could be greatly shortened to 7 min when the curing temperature was raised 

to 180 ℃.   

Figure 3.7c showed how the WCAs and WSAs varied with P3 coating solution concentration on fabric 

samples that were prepared under otherwise the standard conditions.  The WCA and WSA values plateaued 

above the P3 concentration of 30.0 mg/mL.  Thus, this was the standard P3 solution concentration used for 

coating fabric samples unless mentioned otherwise.       
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Fabric swatches were also coated by P1 and P2 using the standard conditions established for P3.  Figure 

3.8 showed how the WCA values changed with droplet sitting times on fabric swatches that were coated 

by P1-P3.  The WCAs measured within 10 s after a droplet was dispensed were 153, 147, and 138 ° for the 

P1-, P2-, and P3-coated fabric, respectively.  By 180 seconds, the values changed to 153, 146, and 136 ° 

for the three samples, respectively.  Thus, decreasing the molecular weight of the PDMS side chains not 

only decreased the initial WCA but also increased the rate of WCA decrease for droplets sitting on the 

coated fabrics and the P3-coated fabric had not only the best initial water repellency but also possessed the 

most durable repellency.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Variations in the WCAs as functions of the time that water droplets sat on fabric swatches 

coated by (■) P3, (●) P2, and (▲) P1, respectively. 

 

 

The observed WCA variation trends could be easily justified by citing the model of a defective PDMS 

monolayer on the coating surface.  For NP-GLIDE coatings 58, the defective depressions were thought to 

arise due to low surface densities of PDMS chains there.  In contact with water, the PDMS chains in these 

depressions might contract to create pinholes to allow the formation of the more favorable water/PU matrix 

contact points.  The more these pinholes, the lower the WCA on the fabric.  The P3-coated fabric had the 
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highest initial WCA probably because the 10-k PDMS side chains of this polymer formed the thickest 

surface PDMS monolayer, which did not easily give rise to pinhole formation in contact with water.  The 

WCA did not decrease much with the sitting time of water droplets on this fabric also because of the 

challenges associated with creating pinholes in this surface PDMS layer.  This behavior contrasted those of 

the other fabric samples probably because the surface PDMS layers of the coatings formed from P1 and P2 

in the fibers were thinner. 

3.3.6 De-Wetting Performance of P3-Coated Fabric Samples    

Fabric swatches coated by P3 under optimized conditions were superhydrophobic, exhibiting a WCA 

of 152 ± 2 ° and a WSA of 10 ± 1 °.  Figures 3.9a and 3.9b compared the behavior of water droplets 

dispensed on a pristine fabric sample and a sample coated by P3.  The dispensed droplet got absorbed by 

the uncoated fabric within 10 s after the dispensing of the droplet.  On the other hand, a water droplet 30 

min after its sitting on a P3-coated fabric sample could still easily roll once the fabric was tilted.   

 

 

Figure 3.9 Photographs of water droplets after dispensing on a) an uncoated fabric swatch and b) a P3-

coated fabric swatch.  Also shown are photographs of a coated fabric sample c) submerged in water and 

d) in the process of being withdrawn from dyed water.  Figures e) and f) are photographs of dyed water 

droplets sitting on a coated fabric swatch and being dispensed on a slanted swatch. 
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Figures 3.9c and 3.9d further showed the status of a coated fabric being submerged in water and in the 

process of being withdrawn from water dyed with red pen ink.  Figure 3.9c showed that the coated fabric 

did not imbibe water.  Rather, a layer of air was trapped between the fabric and water, giving rise to a 

reflective sheen.59  On the other hand, Figure 3.9d showed that no dyed water stuck to the fabric after it was 

soaked in dyed water for 3 min and then withdrawn.   

The results of Figures 3.9b-3.9d were further accentuated with the experiments shown in Figures 3.9e 

and 3.9f.  Dyed water droplets could sit on P3-coated fabric for 0.5 h without penetrating the fabric (Figure 

3.9e).  Once a dispensed droplet rolled off a fabric, no noticeable trace was left behind.  

3.3.7 Detailed Characterization of P3-Coated Fabric 

Fabric samples coated by P3 under the standard conditions were further characterized.  For example, 

gravimetric analysis determining the weight difference between the coated and uncoated fabric was used to 

evaluate the polymer mass fraction in the coated fabric and it was 10.3 wt %.   

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the Si atomic abundance on the 

uncoated fabric and a P3-coated fabric swatch.  While no Si peaks were observed for the uncoated sample, 

the coated fabric exhibited Si2s and Si2p peaks at 149.9 and 98.9 eV, respectively (Figure 3.10).   
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Figure 3.10 XPS spectra of uncoated fabric and P3-coated fabric (polymer concentration = 30.0 mg/mL, 

curing time = 20 min, -NCO:the sum of -HEA and -AA groups = 1.6:1.0). 

 

 

As shown in table 3.4, a quantitative analysis yielded the atomic abundance value of 24 % for Si, which 

was very close to the theoretical amount of 25 % for pure PDMS and suggested the self-enrichment of 

PDMS to the coating surfaces. 

 

Table 3.4 Surface atomic abundances determined by XPS for the pristine fabric and P3-coated fabric. 

Element Atom % for uncoated fabric Atom % for coated fabric 

C 45 % 33 % 

O 55 % 43 % 

Si - 24 % 

 

 

Figure 3.11 showed ATR-IR spectra of uncoated fabric and fabric coated with P3.  The emergence of 

a peak at 800 cm-1, corresponding to Si-CH3 stretching,60 also supported PDMS attachment.   
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of ATR-IR spectra of (bottom) uncoated fabric and (top) P3-coated fabric. 

 

 

To visualize the P3 coating layer, a fiber strand or thread was embedded in an epoxy resin and then 

sliced with a microtome to yield cross sections for analysis by SEM.  Figure 3.12a showed an SEM image 

of such a cross-sectioned sample.  Fibers that aligned along the normal direction (some enclosed by red 

circles) or lay in the film plane were observed.  Further, the image suggested a structure of a white shell 

and a dark core for the embedded fibers.  However, our close examinations of the fibers at higher 

magnifications suggested that this shell was an artifact that did not have its origin from the crosslinked P3 

layer because this layer became fuzzy as the magnification was increased and was seen even around 

uncoated fibers.  Thus, SEM did not allow us to detect the P3 coating probably due to its limited resolution.   

The cross-sectioned sample was further analyzed using an atomic force microscope (AFM).  Figure 

3.12b showed an AFM phase image of a quadrant of a cross-sectioned standing fiber.  A belt with a 

thickness of 220 ± 30 nm was seen to divide the fiber center from its embedding medium.  From the inset 

displaying a blown-up view of the belt, one saw its internal structure.  Facing the embedding medium was 

a dark strip.  Dark strips were seen also to infest the whole belt separating lighter grainy features.  Based 
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on our previous AFM results for PDMS-bearing PU coatings,46 PDMS should have made up the dark phase.  

Thus, our hypothesis was that the dark strip facing the embedding medium corresponded to a PDMS 

monolayer.  Dark strips in the interior of the coating corresponded to a wormlike phase formed by PDMS 

(Figure 3.1a).  A wormlike rather than a spherical phase was formed because the PDMS mass fraction in 

this coating was high at 19.7 %.  Thus, AFM not only allowed the determination of a coating thickness of 

220 ± 30 nm but also facilitated the visualization of the structure of the segregated PDMS phase.   

 

 

Figure 3.12 (a) SEM and AFM (b) of cross-sectional images of P3 coated cotton containing 19.7 % of 

PDMS. 

 

 

3.3.8 Coating Robustness 

The robustness of the SFs is critical for practical applications.  Generally, SFs that are not covalently 

attached to fabric fibers may lose their anti-wetting properties after multiple laundering cycles or abrasion.61, 

62  Our coating was robust probably because of its covalent bonding with the fiber surfaces. 

Figure 3.13 a showed how the WCAs and WSAs changed on a P3-coated fabric sample as a function 

of the number of simulated laundering cycles that it went through.  The coated fabric sample was washed 

by an aqueous solution containing 0.16 wt % of a Sunlight brand laundry detergent.  After that, the coated 
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fabric sample was rinsed with water and THF.  After drying, WCA and WSA values were measured at five 

different spots on the fabric.  The WCAs and WSAs remained virtually unchanged after 40 simulated 

laundering cycles. 

More importantly, ten coated fabric samples sized at 5.0 × 5.0 cm were subjected to real laundry tests 

in a commercial laundry machine.  The washing time and temperature were set at 30 min and “hot”, 

respectively.  After washing, the fabric swatches were tumble-dried in a commercial drier set at 120 ℃ for 

30 min.  After 5 laundering and drying cycles, the average WCA was still higher than 150 ° and the WSA 

was still lower than 13 ° (Figure 3.13b). 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Variations in the WCAs and WSAs of P3-coated fabric as a function of (a) the number of 

simulated laundering cycles, (b) the number of real laundering cycles and (c) the cycles of abrasion with 

sandpaper. 

 

 

The fabric that went through 5 cycles of the real laundry and drying cycles was analyzed by SEM and 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).  Figures 3.6c and 3.14a compared SEM images of SF fibers before 

and after the laundry test.  The surface morphology was unchanged.  
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Figure 3.14 SEM images of P3-coated fabric (a) after 5 cycles of a real laundry and drying test and (b) 

the sand paper abrasion test as described in the main text. 

 

 

Table 3.5 compared the silicon atom ratios, determined by EDS, of the fabric before and after the 

laundry test analysis.  The ratios before and after the laundry test were 1.88 % and 1.77 %, respectively, 

and were barely decreased.  These results suggested the minimal effect that laundry had on the coating.   

 

Table 3.5 Atomic abundance determined by EDS for the P3 coated fabric before and after the sandpaper 

abrasion test and 5 cycles of the real laundry test. 

 

Element Atom % for P3-coated 

cotton 

Atom % for P3-coated 

fabric after abrasion 

Atom % for P3-coated 

fabric after laundering 

C 60.33 60.94  58.99   

O 37.79  37.42   39.24  

Si 1.88   1.65   1.77  

 

 

The SF samples were also subjected to an abrasion test.  In this test, the fabric was placed between a 

piece of 1000-mesh sandpaper and a 100 g weight, exerting a pressure of 2.6 kPa (Figure 3.2).  In each 

testing cycle, the fabric was pulled forward by 20 cm at a rate of ~ 5 cm s-1 on the sandpaper carrying the 

weight.  It was then lifted and replaced back to its original position.  As shown in Figure 3.13c, after the 

samples had withstood 50 abrasion cycles, the WCA on the abraded side was 148 ± 2 ° and the WSA was 
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16 ± 1 °.  Despite the property deterioration, water was still able to easily roll off the fabric surface without 

leaving traces, indicating that the hydrophobic properties were indeed robust.   

The abrasion of SF seemed to have caused surface damage to the fibers as seen in Figure 3.14b.  This 

surface damage was also accompanied by a silicon atomic ratio decrease from 1.88 % to 1.65 % (Table 

3.5).  However, we avoided the over-interpretation of these results due to the limited numbers of fibers 

probed by SEM and EDS.   

The SFs also exhibited good resistance against aqueous acidic and basic solutions.  The anti-wetting 

properties remained virtually identical (WCA = 151 ± 1 ° and WSA = 10 ± 1 °) when the SFs were immersed 

in an acid (pH = 1.0) solution for 24 h.  After immersion in a basic solution (pH = 12.0) for 24 h, the WCA 

and WSA were at 150 ± 1 ° and 12 ± 2 °, respectively.  

During outdoor use, exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays may cause a material’s water repellency to 

deteriorate.  To test UV stability of our coating, we irradiated a superhydrophobic fabric with focused light 

from a 500-W mercury lamp for 2 h.  Figure 3.15 showed how the WCAs and WSAs changed with 

irradiation time.  The values were barely changed during the irradiation time span.   

 

 

Figure 3.15 Variations in the WCAs and WSAs of P3-coated fabric as a function of UV exposure. 
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To test the effect of finger touching on the hydrophobicity of the SF, the WCA was measured on a 

sample after it was pressed with a finger for 30 seconds.  Figure 3.16 showed a photograph of a water 

droplet sitting on a finger-pressed fabric.  The WCA remained high at 152 °.  

 

 

Figure 3.16 Photograph of a water droplet sitting in a region of a fabric that was pressed by a finger for 

30 seconds.  The WCA remained high at 152 °. 

 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Three graft copolymers P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS were prepared via traditional free radical 

polymerization.  They all had the weight fractions of 10.0 %, 20.0 %, and 70.0 % for AA, HEA, and PDMS, 

respectively.  However, the molecular weight of the PDMS side chains ranged from 0.7 to 5.0 and 10.0 

kDa.  The copolymers dispersed in water due to the HEA groups and AA groups after the AA groups formed 

a salt with trimethylamine.  The dispersions could be stored in water with a water-borne blocked isocyanate 

for four months and possibly longer without undergoing precipitation.  The stored formulation could still 

be used to coat fabrics to render superhydrophobicity.   

Fabric coating involved dipping a swatch in an aqueous coating solution for 5 min, evaporating water, 

and then heating the fabric at 150 ℃ for 20 min.  When the curing temperature was raised to 180 ℃, the 

curing time could be shortened to 7 min.  Fabric samples coated by P3 bearing 10.0 kDa PDMS side chains 

exhibited the highest WCAs and the lowest WSAs, which were 152 ± 2 ° and 10 ± 1 °, respectively.  These 

angles were barely changed after the fabric samples went through real laundering in a commercial machine 
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five times.  The performance of SFs remained stable against a range of chemical and mechanical treatments, 

including abrasion, soaking in aqueous acid and base solutions, UV exposure, and introduction of surface 

contaminates.   

The ready preparation of the coating polymer, the use of water as the coating solvent, the facile and 

rapid process for coating preparation, the superhydrophobicity of the coated fabric, and the superior stability 

of the coating suggest tremendous practical potential of this technology.  For instance, SFs may replace 

traditional materials to impart enhanced water repellency and as such may be used in tents, clothing and 

umbrellas.  The superhydrophobic and oleophilic fabric can also be used as filter for oil/water separations.       

3.5 Notes and References 

The main work described in this chapter has been published as: 

Huang, S., Liu, G.,* Zhang, K., Hu, H., Wang, J., Miao, L., and Tabrizizadeh, T. “Water-based polyurethane 

formulations for robust superhydrophobic fabrics”, Chem. Eng. J. 2018, doi: 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2018.11.220 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and Future Work 

4.1 Conclusions 

The global water-based coatings market has grown steadily over the past several years due to tighter 

restrictions and health concerns surrounding the use of volatile organic compounds (VOC).  Currently, 

water-based systems make up approximately 80 % of the market for household paints.  However, it is 

challenging to develop water based anti-wetting surfaces due to incompatibility between hydrophilic and 

low surface energy moieties.  Macro-phase separation between these two will lead to a dramatic decrease 

in optically clarity and crosslinking degree of the final coating, which are often essential features. 

Furthermore, the low surface tension moieties will also decrease the stability of the aqueous dispersion.    

In this thesis, these issues were addressed by utilizing a amiphiphilic polymer bearing hydrophilic 

moieties and low surface tension liquid polymer PDMS in one polymer chain.  A series of water based 

PDMS containing polyurethane formulations have been developed to prepare the anti-wetting surface.  In 

summary, a blocked polyisocyanate dispersed in water with a water dispersible polyol-g-PDMS was used 

to make smooth, water based NP-GLIDE coatings with comparable omniphobicity to solvent based 

formulations.  After that, by relying on the microscale roughness and hydroxyl functional groups on the 

surface of cotton fibers, similar coating formulations were used to achieve a durable superhydrophobic fiber 

surface. 

In the first study, a series of amphiphilic polymers containing hydrophilic moieties and low surface 

tension liquid-like PDMS were synthesized to prepare a smooth NP-GLIDE coating.  The hydrophilic 

components provided water dispersity while PDMS self-enriched on the surface to provide the anti-wetting 

properties.  Different hydrophilic moieties such as AA, DMAEMA and OEGMA were incorporated into 

the polyol to evaluate the water stability of coating formulation and omniphobicity of the final NP-GLIDE 
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coating.  Due to its poor water dispersity, a larger weight ratio of OEGMA was used to achieve similar 

water stability with DMAEMA and AA based polyols.  Unfortunately, NP-GLIDE coatings have both 

PDMS and the polyurethane matrix exposed at the surface, meaning unconsumed DMAEMA and OEGMA 

will lead to more surface reconstruction with water and deteriorate water sliding behavior, therefore it is 

imperative that the formulation is designed in such a way that DMAEMA and OEGMA groups are fully 

consumed during curing.  

   Among the three polyols, the AA based PDMS bearing polyol had the best omniphobicity.  The 

blocked isocyanate was dispersed by AA based PDMS bearing polyol as micelle.  After casting an aqueous 

solution of these two and the subsequent evaporation of water, temperature was increased to 150 ℃ to 

release the free isocyanate groups for further crosslinking.  Water-based coatings exhibit superior 

omniphobicity with water and various organic liquids after just 30 min of curing.  

In the second study, three variants of a graft copolymer P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS was made where the 

molecular weight of the PDMS side chains ranged from 0.7 to 5.0 and 10.0 kDa.  The hydrophobicity of 

the resulting cotton fabric was evaluated with respect to PDMS chain length.  The copolymers were 

dispersed in water as micelles with hydrophilic HEA groups and AA groups after neutralization with 

trimethylamine.  In this project, a commercially available water-borne blocked isocyanate was used to 

replace the blocked isocyanate used in the previous project.  Water based dispersion stability can be 

significantly increased as the micelle solutions for several months.  After dip coating the fabric, evaporation 

of water and subsequently curing, PDMS undergoes micro-phase separation to form a wormlike phase 

throughout the matrix and self-enriches on the coatings surface, as seen with AFM cross-sectional images 

of P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS10k coated cotton containing 19.7 wt % of PDMS.  Since longer PDMS chain will 

lead to a thicker PDMS surface layer, P(AA-HEA)-g-PDMS10k coated cotton is more superhydrophobic 

(WCAs and the lowest WSAs, which were 152 ± 2 ° and 10 ± 1 °,) compared with PDMS1k and PDMS5k 

based polyol coated cotton.   
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Due to covalently linkages between the polyurethane layer with the fabric surface, the 

superhydrophobic fabric is durable against laundering, abrasion and UV exposure.  This stability also can 

be attributed to the PDMS worm like phase throughout the polyurethane layer.  Once the surface PDMS 

layer wears out, PDMS embedded in the polyurethane matrix will be exposed and the surface will 

regenerate superhydrophobicity.  The commercial potential of these SFs is high due to their simple 

preparation, use of water as the coating solvent, easy coating procedure (dip coating) and short curing time 

(7 min at 180 ℃). Furthermore, the superhydrophobicity and oleophilicity properties of the resulting fabrics 

make them attractive candidates for use in oil-water separations.  

4.2 Future work 

4.2.1 Durable Anti-Smudge Coating Based on In-Situ Formation of Free Photo-Cleavage PDMS 

An NP-GLIDE coating bearing a low surface tension polymer brush on the surface and nanopools 

embedded in the matrix makes industrialization of long-lasting, transparent anti-smudge coatings possible.1-

3  However, despite their superior oil-sliding behavior, water can not slide at extremely low tilting angles 

on NP-GLIDE coatings.  In contrast, with slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS)4, 5 and grafted 

liquid-like monolayer6-8 systems, poorer water sliding performance is attributed to the surface of an NP-

GLIDE coating which consists of regions of both the liquid-like polymer layer and the solid-like coating 

matrix.  Upon contact with water, low surface tension liquid polymer retracted back to the nano-reservoir 

by surface reconstruction and the coating matrix was exposed.  The mediocre water sliding performance 

hinders the further application of NP-GLIDE coatings since this is the most common liquid encountered in 

real applications.  This drawback can be easily addressed by SO (silicone oil)-infused NP-GLIDE coatings.9  

By incorporating free silicone oil into NP-GLIDE coatings, it will increase the lubricant coverage of the 

coating surface.  The free silicone oil can be “locked” into the surface by its strong affinity to the PDMS 

brush layer which is covalently attached to the matrix.  However, the transparency of the coating was 

sacrificed due to the free silicone oil which undergoes macrophase separation with the other components 
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despite being stabilized by PDMS bearing polyol micelles.  Hence, the release of the free PDMS without 

sacrificing the transparency of the coating presents a significant challenge. 

Smart surfaces which consist of a responsive polymer have been utilized to achieve a dramatic 

response in regard to a slight change of surrounding environment, such as temperature, chemical or 

mechanical force, and irradiation of light.10-12  Light is the simplest and most noninvasive external stimuli 

which can trigger the photo cleavage reaction of block polymer.13  Two homopolymers which are linked 

by one junction point have been disconnected in response to light exposure.14-17  In the case of NP-GLIDE 

coatings, this may provide a suitable method for generating free PDMS in situ.  To this end, PDMS can be 

attached to the polyol back bone by a photo-cleavable covalent junction.  PDMS-hv-Polyol was 

incorporated into the coating formulation to replace the PDMS bearing polyol.  After the coating formation, 

the junction contains an o-nitrobenzyl ester derivative between the PDMS and polyol backbone which will 

easily break to generate the free PDMS in the PDMS enriched domains after exposure to UV light.  Because 

the macrophase separation is restricted by the highly crosslinked coating matrix, the transparency of the 

coating will not be affected by this free PDMS.  

To demonstrate the hypothesis, azide-functionalized PDMS will be first prepared as the first block as 

shown in Figure 4.1.  Using an alkyne terminated ATRP initiator 3 as described in Figure 4.2, a one-pot 

simultaneous atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)–copper(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition 

(CuAAC) reaction can be performed to prepare PDMS-hv-P(HEMA-MMA-BMA) (Figure 4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Synthesis of PDMS-N3. 
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Figure 4.2 Synthesis of alkyne terminated ATRP initiator 3 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Synthesis of PDMS-hv-P(HEMA-MMA-BMA) by one-pot simultaneous ATRP-CuAAC 

“click” reaction procedures 

 

 

4.2.2 Durability of NP-GLIDE Polyurethane Coatings Based on Different PDMS Chain Length 

Our previous work has shown that silicone oil (SO) infused NP-GLIDE coatings achieved much 

improved water sliding performance.9  However, aside from the deteriorated transparency of coating, the 
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anti-wetting properties with water will still deteriorate over time due to the loss of free PDMS.  Solving the 

incomplete coverage by PDMS is therefore the key for better water sliding performances.   

While the NP-GLIDE coating system is based on the phase separation and surface enrichment of 

PDMS, where lower surface-energy PDMS will preferentially enrich itself at the free surface, the outmost 

surface will still be occupied by both the lower and higher surface-energy blocks.  Both thermodynamic18 

and kinetic19 factors affect the degree of surface enrichment, and therefore the final anti-wetting properties.  

In principle, with longer PDMS chains, more PDMS will self-enrich on the coating surface.  At the same 

time, since the mobility of polymer chains is strongly affected by the Mw, the surface will become more 

solid like (higher bulk viscosity) as the MW of the PDMS attached on the surface increases.  Also, the 

dynamic dewettability of polymer brush film will be deteriorated with the longer PDMS length.   

To evaluate the effect of PDMS chain length, three PDMS-b-Polyol will be synthesized by ATRP with 

the same Polyol chain length and PDMS chain lengths varying from 1.0 × 103 Da (1k) to 5.0 × 103 (5k) to 

10 × 103 Da (10k) (Figure 4.4).  Their respective coatings can be visualized schematically in Figure 4.5.  

Optimized anti-wetting properties may be achieved through the systematic study.  This synthetic study may 

give an enlightenment for further design of NP-GLIDE coating systems. 
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Figure 4.4 General procedure for preparing the PDMS-b-P(HEMA-BMA-MMA) 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of NP-GLIDE coating prepared by PDMS-1K-Polyol, PDMS-5K-Polyol 

and PDMS-10K-Polyol. 
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